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Abstract

Two prohlenis occur wheit trying to explain cogmtive skill acquisition with
the classical theory of skill acquisition [37]. One is that cognitive skills build on
one another, which is not possible after skills are automated, because deliberate
aCCeSS to automated processes is limited. The second is that for sonic tasks,
people are univ abli' to describe why they are doing them in a certain way, after
expert level performance has becit reached [19]. This is not in accordance with
the classical theory, in which experts make use of automated processes that are
part of iII1l)iicit niemory.

Research on cognitive skill acquisition can lead to a better understanding
of liuiiiaii cognition. More specific, it would be interesting to know what role
reflective reasoning proecsses such as reasoning about others, metacognition
and self-monitoring play in cognitive skill acquisition. This knowledge could be
applie(l in the design of artificial tutors and conversational agents. As a first step
in the right direction, this study has investigated to what extent people acquire
and use complex skills aiid strategies in the domains of reasoning about others
and natural language use, specifically. when playing the game Master(s)Mind(s).

An experililent was cOnducte(l in Whli(hI l)articipalits played \laster(s)Mind(s).
a (OIIIl)etitiVe Ilea(l to head game (see chapter 4). In playiiig this game, it was
beneficial to participalits to have a mental model of the opponent, and to be
aware of scalar implicatures. The complex skills that participants to this ex-
l)('rimeltt could use were the application of their theory of mind, and reasoning
from iiiiplicated me;uling. A strategy to be developed was the strategy of being
as uninformative as possible and to be aware that the opponent might do so
as well. To achieve this, it was necessary for participants to be aware of the
knowledge and desires of their opponent.

It was expected that participants would shift their language use from prag-
matic to more logical, while repeatedly playing Master(s)\Iind(s). Pragmatic
language use caii be described by Grice's quantity maxim, which is meant to be
applied to (Ool)erative conversation. It was expected that once people becanie
faiiiiliar with the uncooperative context, people's language use would no longer
be in accordance with this maxim. Therefore, pragmatic implicatures would no
longer he used by partipam1ts. which would result in more logical language use.

('ontrarv to the pre(hictioIIs, iiiost Participants did not shift to a more logical
language use. It was found that some participants made use of advanced cogni-
tive skills like second order theory of mind use, logical language use and drawing
pragmatic inferences, but participants did not seem to acquire these complex
skills during the experiment. It can therefore be concluded that these skills can
be transferred from other domains to the domain of playing Master(s)Mind(s),
which suggests that they are not part of implicit memory.

No comiclusive evidence wa,s found for the hypothesis that playing Master(s)-
Mind(s) and developing a strategy for it, can be seen as a form of dual-tasking.
This also holds for the hypothesis that pragmatic language use results from an
automated process. which can be overruled by a deliberate reasoning process.
resulting in logical language use. Ideas to find conclusive evidence for these
hypotheses are presente(l in section 6.3.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There are many situations in which people apply their knowledge about other
people's minds, in a beneficial way. Examples can be found in playing games,
tea('lling, Ilegotiatioli, and communication. When playing poker for example,
a player tries to find out how his opponents feel about their hands, to know
whether he needs to raise a bet or to fold. hi addition, the player tries to hide
his own feelings, because he knows that his opponents want to know how he
feels about his own hand, to be able to play more profitable tlieniselves.

Here follows aunt her example. When a general practitioner needs to explain
to a patient that this patient suffers from a disease for which he needs to visit a
sl)ecialist. lie will do so very differently from when he explains to the specialist
what is wrong with the patient. The general practitioner is able to keep in
mind that the patient does hot have as much medical knowledge as he himself
does, whereas lie can safely assume that the specialist does in this domain.
Therefore, his explanation to the patient will contain fewer medical terms. In
addition, the general practitioner will consider that the patient may react far
iuiore emotionally than the s1)('('ialist does. This is because he assumes that the
patient has the desire to be healthy. and to not have to worry about his health.
He will therefore choose his words more carefully than lie will when talking to
the specialist.

In a more daily situation, when being asked for the location of a s1)ecihr
restaurant in his hometown. John will give a different explanation to a local
thaii to a visitor. This is because he can realize that the visitor has very little
knowledge about nearby streets and buildings, whereas the local has. He has
to put less effort in explaining the restaurant's location to the local, because
he does not need to imagine what it would be like if he would lack certain
knowledge that lie has. His knowledge in this domain, and the knowledge of
another local in this domain are very similar as opposed to John's knowledge
and the knowledge of the visitor.

The above examples illustrate that people are able to reason about the knowl—
edge amid desires of other people. and to apply this knowledge in daily life. In
fact, rea.somung about other people's beliefs, desires amid intemitiouis is often neces-
sary for successful communication. Little is known however, about how people
acquire skills that require this tvl)e of reasoning [37].

A well-known way to learn is to perform an action repeatedly, such that
the effort one has to 1)ut into it decreases. Baking a cake could be learned
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this way. or adding two numbers. The second well-known way to learn is to
generalize from examples. This Wa, children can learn to form regular past
tenses. However, researchers from the A LICE research group at the University of
Groiiingen assume that there is more to learning certain complex tasks than just
these two types of learning. For example, reasoning about how one is performing
while doing a certain task, or reasoning about other people's knowledge, may
be ne(essary to learn certain tasks, or to achieve expert level performance in
certain tasks.

The stu(ly described in this thesis is a pilot study on how people acquire skills
that require reasoning about other people's minds, such as the tasks described
in the above examples. More knowledge on this sul)ject will be useful to better
understand human cognition, and human skill acquisition. This understanding
could lead to better ways of teaching. Not only human, but also artificial tutors
need ami image of what their students already master and where their difficulties
lie. Artificial tutors can be based on human tutors, but to successfully do so it
is necessary to understand how human tutors accomplish their success. In addi-
tion, knowledge on cognitive skill acquisition could help in writing instructions
that facilitate learning.

Another application lies in the design of conversational agents. Since suc-
cessful communication in natural language often depends on reasoning about
other people's minds, conversational agents could benefit front being able to
reason about people's minds in interacting with people. Knowledge on how hu-
mnamis learn and apply this type of reasoning can be very beneficial in the design
of artificial agents.

In the study described, an experiment was conducted to investigate to what
extemit people use skills based on reasoning about other people's minds, when
playimig a game called Master(s)\Iind(s). Three fields are brought together in
this study: Cognitive Psychology, Pragmatics, and Logic.

Structure of this Thesis
In chapter 2. short introductions are given to the theories which are relevant
for the present study. More detailed explanations can be found in the works
referred to. Additionally, relevant work by scientists from the specific fields is
described.

('liapter 3 describes the research question and the hypotheses formulated to
investigate this research question. It is explained how the hypotheses link up
with some of the theories described in chapter 2.

Chapter 4 is on the experiment that was performed to test the hypotheses. It
describes the experimental method as well as the expected results. Some details
about the experinient can be found in the appendices. Appendix A describes
the impleniemitatiomi of the computer program that was used in the experiment.

Chapter 5 describes the results of the experiment, which are discussed in
chapter 6. Chapter 6 also includes a comparison of the results found in the
present work and the results found in earlier work described in chapter 2, and
discusses what could be done in future work on cognitive skill acquisition.

In chapter 7, it is made explicit how modal epistemic logic and weak bidirec-
tional optimnalitv theory can be applied to the results found in the experiment.
('hiapter . which is the final chapter of this thesis, presents the conclusions of
the study described.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

2.1 Theory of Mind
To have a theory of mind (ToM) is to understand that other people have desires,
beliefs and thoughts much like one's own. People have mental models of others.
These are imiodels of the (lesires, beliefs and thoughts the other persons have.
These models can be helpful in understanding and predicting others' behavior.

A mental model of another person can be described as being of a certain
order. In a first-order model someone's beliefs, thoughts and desires are assumed
to influence one's behavior. This, for example, enables us to distinguish between
non-intentional actions of machines and intentional human actions.

In a se'on I-order model it is also recognized that to predict others' behavior,
the desires amid beliefs that t hey have of one's self and the predictions of oneself
by others must be takemi into account. So, for example, you can realize that
what someone expects you to do will affect his behavior. To have a third order
model is to have a mental model of others holding a second-order model, etc.

Now, let us take a closer look at the different orders by which the knowledge
which you have about another person can be described. Normal facts are of
zeroth order. For example, 'his book is on the table' is zeroth order knowledge.

Once your knowledge is about the knowledge of other people, the order
increases. He knows his book is on the table'. amid 'He does not know his
book is OH the table, for exaniple, are first order knowledge .N egat ions do not
increase the order of knowledge. 'He knows that I know his book is on the table'
is second order knowledge, 'He knows that I know that he knows his book is on
the table' is third order knowledge and so on.

In defining the different orders there are two points of interest. The first is
that to increase the order, another agent must be involved. I know his book
is on the table' and 'I know I know his book is on the table' are said to be of
the same order. Another choice could have been made here, but for present
purposes this leads to the most useful distinction. A motivation for this choice
is that these statemnelits are equivalent in the system S5 which is used in modal
episternie logic (see the following section). So for the order to increase, the
agents the knowledge is about must be different.

An assumption made in S.3 is that known facts are true. Thus, it follows
from 'I know jf that p. This obviously does not hold the other way around,
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iiot everything that is true is known by iiie. Yet the choice is made to consider
both I know p' and p to be zerotli order knowledge. This mainly is a matter of
speech. The fact p in itself, which can be true or false, only becomes knowledge
when it is known by someone. So only when someone knows that p. p can be
considered zeroth order knowledge. Just as with 'he knows his book is on the
table' the first I know' is left out. Only when I have the knowledge that he
knows his book is on the table, the resulting 'I know he knows his book is on
the table', can be considered first order knowledge.

From these two choices it follows that 'he knows I know he knows p' is third
order knowledge whereas 'I know I know I know p' is zeroth order knowledge
and 'he knows I know I know p' is second order knowledge just like 'he knows I
know p'. hi these examples p can be any zeroth order knowledge.

One's mental models of others can be useful in determining one's strategy
in games. Imagine the following situation. John, Sadia, Chris and Mary are
playing happy families. It is John's turn. John has the lion mother and he
knows that none of time other players is aware that he owns a member of the
lion family. John knows that Sadia owns two cards of the lion faniilv. John also
knows that Chris owns one of the lions, but lie does not know which one. It is
known to John that Sadia knows which lion Chris is holding.

Using his mental model of Sadia and Chris, J01111 decides not to ask for a
lion yet. This is because lie knows that if he would make a wrong guess about
who owlis which member, Sadja could infer that he has the mother (since she
knows which niembers she and ('lois own) and could easily win the lions, which
lie knows she desires. So using his knowledge about the beliefs, desires and
reasoning capacities of his opponents to predict their behavior, gives John a
better ciiaiice of winning the game.

A theory of mind tan also help to interpret language. ('onsider the following
example. Mary has three sisters. \Vlieii she encounters John, lie tells her that
lie saw her sister today. Because Mary knows that John only knows one of her
sisters, she can infer whom John is referring to. So she uses her model of John's
knowledge to infer the meaning of his message.

Keysar, Liii and Barr [20] found that adults do not reliably use their theory
of mind to interpret the actions of others. In one of their experiments one per-
son followed the directions of another person to move objects around in a grid.
One object was hidden in a bag by the person following the instructions and
the director did not know the identity of this object. Still, when the description
of the director more closely resembled the hidden object than one of the mu-
tually visible objects, the follower often took it as the referent of the director's
description and sometimes even moved the bag. So although the person follow-
ing knew that the director did not know about the hidden object, he did not
make use of this knowledge to interpret the directions. The knowledge that the
director did not know about the hidden object is part of a first-order ToM. In
other experiments by the same research group similar results were found [17],
[21], [22].
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2.2 Modal Epistemic Logic
Mo(Ial epistemic logic can be used to describe knowledge and beliefs of an agent,
or a systeni of agents. In modal epistemic logic the K1 operator is used to
represent that agent i knows something. For example K1p, means agent 1
knows p. By definition an agent can only know things which are true. The K1
operator can take scope over an episternic formula, for example K1(,p —* q) for
agent 1 knows that p implies q. or K1K2p for agent 1 knows that agent 2 knows
that p.

Espe(ially the last example is of interest here. By miest lug of the modal
operator K,. knowledge of different orders can be represented. This is relevant
to describe knowledge of agents playing Mastermind. Mastermind is a two
I)lay(r game in which playr 2 has to guess a secret code of four colors, that
15 compose(l by l)lay('r 1. lor each guess made by player 1, player 2 imeeds to
specify how many colors from the guess match colors in the secret code, and
how many of them are in the right l)lace.

The fact that agent 1 has the first order knowledge that agent 2 knows
that red occurs in agent Fs secret code of four colors could be represented by
K1 K2p. where J) means Red occurs in the secret code of agent 1. Similarly,
K1K2K1p would mean agent 1 knows that agent 2 knows that agent 1 knows
that red is in his secret code. This is second order knowledge of agent 1. So
the order corresponds to the number of K1 operators used, provided that the
agent considered is the one named in the subscript of the first K, operator and
that that first K1 operator is left out (because it on1y specifies which agent has
the knowledge and is not part of the knowledge itself). Additionally, each K1
operator has to have a different agent as a subscript (this corresponds to the
requirement of agents being different described in the previous section).

A useful semantics for modal epistemic logic was formalized by Kripke [24]
and is called possible world semantics or Kripke semantics. In this semantics
an agent s view of the world is expressed by the worlds he thinks to be possible
according to the availal)le information. For example, if agent 1 knows that agent
2's secret code contains either red or yellow, he only thinks worlds in which agent
2s secret code contains red and worlds in which agent 2 secret code contains
yellow to be puSsil)l(. If in addition, he knows that agent 2's secret code contains
blue, this has to be the case in all worlds considered l)ossible b agent 1. For if
there would be a possible world in which agent 2's code did not contain l)lue,
agent 1 could not be sure it did. Thus, for an agent to know something, means
that it is true iii all worlds the agent considers possible.

Iii addition to the K, operator, the M operator can be used to represent what
an agent thinks that might be. Mip holds if p holds in at least one world which
agent 1 thinks to be possible. Iii a twu—valited. classical logic Mmp is equivalent
to -K,--'p.

When looking at a finite system of multiple agents. there are two more useful
operators. E. for everyone knows that and ('. for it is common knowledge that.
Agerit are said to have common knowledge of J) if it is the case that everyone
knows that p. ever one knows that everyomie knows that p. everyone knows that
everyone knows that everyone knows that p, etc. ad infinitum.

What an agent thinks to be possible can depend on the current state of the
world . Agent 1 might know for example, that if agent 2s code contains red, it
cannot contain blue. Let p denote agent 2 s code contains red, and let q denote
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agent ? code contains blue. Now, the knowledge of agent 1 described above
can be represeiited by K1 (p —* —'q). This meazis that from the current state
of the world, agent 1 would only consider worlds where p —+ -'q holds to be
possible. Example 1 shows that in different worlds, K1 (p —* —'q) can have a
different truth value.

Example 1

p: Agent 2's code contains red.
q: Agent 2's code contains blue.

Figure 2.1: example 1

In figure 2.1, there are four worlds: A. B, C. and D. In world A p and -'q
hold, in world B —p and —'q hold , etc. The arrows from a world represent which
worlds the agent would consider possible if that original world were the current
state of the world. If world A would be the current state of the world, agent 1
would consider world A and world B to be possible, since there are arrows from
world A to world A. and from world A to world B.

Suppose the current world is A. In world A. it is true that agent 1 knows
that if agent 2's secret code contains red, it does not contain blue. More formal,
in world A. K1 (p —+ —'q) holds. For an agent to know something, it must be true
in all worlds the agent considers possible, in other words, in all worlds that are
accessible to that agelit. From world A. world A and B are accessible to agent
1. p —* -'q is logically equivalent to -'p V —'q. In world A and in world B -'q
holds, and thus p -÷ -'q holds in all worlds accessible to agent 1 from world A.
It can therefore be concluded that i (p - -'q) holds in world A.

Now suppose that the current world is B. In world B, K1 (p — is true as
well. In addition to world A and B, where p -÷ —'q holds, as was already shown,
world C is accessible to agent 1 from world B. In world C -'p holds and thus
j) -+ —'q holds in world C. Hence, in all worlds accessible to agent 1 from world
B. p —+ -'q holds and thus K1(p -÷ —'q) holds in world B.

hi world C' however, K1 (p —+ —'q) does not hold. This means that if world C
is the current world, agent 1 does not know that if agent 2's secret code contains
re(l. it does not (olltain blue. This is because from world C'. world D is accessible
to agent 1. In world D neither —'p nor -'q holds, and thus p -÷ -'q does not hold
in world D. Therefore p —+ —'q does not hold in all worlds accessible to agent
1 from world (. and thus i (p —+ -'q) does not hold in world C. In analogy,
K1 (p —t -'q) is not true in world D.
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Example 2

- 1 -12 _4:J) .'B:p 12

1 cC: -'P

Figure 2.2: example 2

In figure 2.2 there are three worlds and accessibility relations are specified
for two different agents. The labels above the arrows indicate for which agent
the accessibility relatioii holds. Suppose the current world is A. If in all worlds
accessible to agent 1 K2p holds, agent 1 knows that agent 2 knows p. This is
true in world A of figure 2.2. From world A. world A and B are accessible to
agent 1. From world A. only world A is accessible to agent 2 and p holds in
world A. thus K2p is true in world A. In world B, only world B is accessible to
agent 2 and in B p holds, thus K2p holds in world B. Thus, K2p is true in each
world that is accessible to agent 1 from world A and therefore. K1 K2p holds in
world A.

In a niultiageiil svsteiii each agent has its OWII knowledge. So each agent has
sonic worlds which it considers possible and each agent has its own accessibility
relations. whicli s1)((If\ which worlds the agent thinks possible given a certain
world.

\Vitiiiii modal epistenuc logic several axiomatic systems can be used. One
of them is tIme systelil S5 in which the following axioms hold:

(Al) All (instances of) I)rul)ositiotnll tautologies.

(A2) (K, A K,(c —* t')) —* K,t' (i=1, . . ., in)

(A3) K15 -÷ 0 (i = 1. ..., in)

(A4) K,Ø -4 K1K,Q (i = 1, ..., m)

(A3) —KØ - (i = 1, ..., ni)

In addition, the following derivation rules can be used:

(RI)

(R2) —.—— (i=zl mu)
K,
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(Al) and (A3) state that an agent knows that he knows something and that
an agent knows that he does not know something. In reality, these axioms do
not always hold for human beings. From (A3) and (Al) it follows that the
implication in (A4) holds in both directions. From (A3) and (A5) it follows
that the implication in (A.5) holds in both directions as well.

A more formal and complete explanation of modal epistemic logic can be
found in [35].

2.3 Human Reasoning
hi addition to reasoning about others, as described in the previous sections,
people have the abilit.v to reason about their own intentions, beliefs, desires
and actions. This type of reasoning is called reflective reasoning. An example
of reflective reasoning is self-monitoring, which iiieans critically watching one's
own performance while doing a certain task.

Human reasoning has often been divided into automatic and controlled pro-
(('55111g. Automatic reasoning is unconscious and is usually modeled in a connec—
tionist architecture. Controlled reasoning is conscious and is usually modeled
ill symbolic sVst('IIiS.

In [31], Schneider and Cheiii write that Schneider and Shiffrin [32] defined
automatic processing a.s the activation of a sequence of nodes that "nearly always
becomes active in response to a particular input configuration", and that "is
activated autoinaticall without the necessity for active control or attention by
the subject'. Automatic pro('esses "require an appre('iable amount of consistent
raining to develop fully" (p. 2).

Controlled processes on the other hand are defined by Schneider and Shiffrin
[32] as "a temporary sequence of nodes activated under control of, and through
attention by. the subject." They are "tightly capacity limited, but the costs of
this capacity limitation are balanced by the benefits deriving from the ease with
which such processes may be set up, altered, and applied in novel situations for
which automatic sequences have never been learned." (p. 2-3)

The classical theory of skill acquisition describes learning as a process of
automation: one starts a new skill in the cognitive stage (stage 1), in which
('omit rolled, deliberate reasoning is needed to perform the task. This stage is
characterized by slow performance and errors. By repeatedly performing the
skill, eventuall the autonomous stage (stage 2) is reached, where performance
is fast and automatic, requiring little working memory capacity.

In [34], Sun and Zhang stress the interaction of implicit (automatic) and
explicit (controlled) reasoning processes during skill acquisition. hi [10], Evans
describes that most reasoning tasks have automatic and deliberate components.
The two types of reasoning thus seem to be closely intertwined.

\'erbrugge, Heridriks, Taatgen et al. [37] consider skill acquisition as a con-
tinuous interplay between deliberate and automatic reasoning processes. In their
view, the classical theory of skill acquisition has two important limitations:

1. Skills are usually considered in isolation, whereas in reality they build on
one another.

For example, the skill of mnultiplicat ion is based on the skill of addition.
However mastered and hence automated skills cannot in themselves serve
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as a basis for more advanced skills, because deliberate access to automated
skills is limited. Hence, it renlairis unclear how transfer of knowledge from
one skill to another is possible.

2. The capacity for deliberate reasoning soiiietiiiies increases rather than de-
creases when becoming an expert.
Karmiloff-Smith [19], for example, reports that children can only describe
what they are doing after they have mastered a skill (e.g., in number
conservation experunents). This cannot be explained by assuming skill
acquisition to end at stage 2.

They aim to address these shortcomings by considering skill acquisition as a
continuous interplay between deliberate and automatic reasoning processes, ul-
timately leading to a third stage of skill. They assume that to reach this third
stage (expert level performance), reflective deliberate reasoning processes, such
as self-monitoring. are crucial in many domains of cognition.

This study aims to investigate whether people can learn to use such reflective
deliberate reasoning l)roctss('s, when playing the game Ma.ster(s)Mind(s) (see
4.1).

2.4 Scalar Implicatures
This section first provi(les a short introduction on meaning in natural language.
Two perspties are mentioned: meaning analyses based on truth-conditional
semantics and pragmatic tileaning. Then a special case of pragmatic mean-
ing is introduced: the scalar iinplicature. This is followed by a description of
Grices explanatioti for this type of implicature, in ternis of his quantity maxim.
The section ends with the presentation of several experimental results on scalar
implicat tires.

Meaning

\Vhen determining the meaning of an utterance, the conditions in which the
utterance is true can be considered. For example, if someone says:

1. It is raining.

this is true if and only if it is the case that it is raining. In all other cases 1
is false. So the meaning of the utterance could be defined as what the world
would have to be like for it to be true. This is an analysis of meaning according
to truth-conditional semantics.

Now consider the following dialog.

2. Shall we go for a walk?

1. It is raining.

Tue Iticaning of utterance 1 in this dialog is not only that it is raining, it
also implies that the speaker does not want to go for a walk. This implicated
meaning can not be determined wheii looking at sentence 1 in isolation. It is
not determined by the words or the grarnimiar of a language, but by the context
in which the utterance is spoken and conversational conventions. This type of
meaning is called pragmatic meaning.
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Scalar implicatures

In natural language, the interpretation of a sentence (ontalning a scalar term
often goes beyond its literal meaning. A scalar term is an item from a set
ordered in informational strength, for example (some, most, all). This ordered
set of alternatives is called a scale. Here follows an example.

3. Some students passed the test.

4 .Not all students passed the test.

Sentence 3 is logically true if and only if at least one student l)asse(1 the test.
So according to truth-conditional semantics it would be true in a world where
all students passe(l the test. However, when you are told 3, it's quite natural
to infer from 3 that 4 holds. So the pragmatic meaning of 3 differs from its
truth-conditional meaning.

This example is an example of a scalar irnplicature. In case of a scalar
implicature it is conimunicated by a weaker claim (using a scalar term) that a
stronger claim (using a more informative tern! from the same scale) does not
hold. A stronger term excludes more possibilities than a weaker terni, therefore
it is said to be more informative.

Urice [13] gave au explanation of conversational implicatures in terms of
maxims. He suggested that under normal circumstaiices communication is gov-
erned by these maxims, which state that interlocutors are expected to offer
contributions which are truthful, inforinat ive, relevant to the goals of the con-
versation and appropriately phrased. So according to Grice, communication is
essentially cooperative. One of his maxims is the quantity maxim:

i. Make your contribution as informative as is required.

ii. Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.

Grice suggested t hat people use this maxim to infer the implicit meaning of
a seiiteiice. So if someone tells you that some students passed the test, you calm
infer that miot all students did so, because if this would have been the case the
speaker probably would have known. Assuunuing that he acts according to the
quantity maxim and thus is as informative as possible, he would then have used
a stronger termim. In interpreting scalar implicatures the hearer thus considers
a set of ordered alternatives (a scale) that the speaker could have used. Some
examples of scales are: (some, all), (if, ifi, (possibly, necessarily), (believe,
know), (or, and), (start, finish). These scales are ordered from weak to strong.

Experimental Results

In an experiment by Papafragou and Musoliiio [30] subjects were presented with
contexts which satisfied the semantic content of time more informative terms
but were described using the less informative terms. They found that adults
overwhelmingly rejected these infelicitous descriptions whereas children in the
age of 5 to 6 almost never did so. By manipulating the contexts such that they
more readily invited sealar inferences, children's performance improved, but still
remained worse than adult performance.
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Children differ in the production and interpretation of scalar terms. Al-

though they use the appropriate terms in production, their interpretation often
is more purely logical compared to adults, thus missing scalar implicatures [29].

Feeiiev et al. [11] conducted an experiment in which undergraduate stu-
dents l)erforill('(l a ('oniputerize(l sentence verification task. They recorded the
student's answers and reaction times. Here are two of the some sentences they
used.

1. Sonic fish can swim.

2. Some cars are red.

They found that reaction times for logical responses to infelicitous some sen-
tences such as 1, were longer than those for logically consistent responses to
felicitous some sentelices as 2 otice that to both sentences the logical re-
sponse is true'. The pragmatic response to 2 is 'true' as well. The pragmatic
response to 1 is 'false'. So the sentences in which the logical and pragmatic
response are in conflict result in longer reaction times.

In the experiment three stu(lents gave pragmatic responses only. 21 students
gave a mixture of )ragInatic and logical responses and 25 gave logical responses
only. In the group of students that gave both logical and pragmatic responses,
no tyl)e of response was found to take significantly longer than the other. Thus,
the group that gave logical responses only inaimily caused the longer reaction
times for logical responses to infelicitous some sentences.

These results favor a theory that logical responses are due to inhibition of
a response based omi time pragmatic interpretation over a theory that logical
responses result from failure to make the pragmatic inference.

2.5 Bidirectional Optimality Theory
Optimality Theory

Optimality Theory (OT) can he use(l to model a speaker's linguistic knowledge.
It has successfully been used iii phonology [26], mnorphologr [18], syntax [28], and
semantics [15]. Iii OT an optimal solution is selected from a set of candidates.
There is a mechanism called Gen (for generator) which generates candidate
outputs for a given input. These candidates are evaluated by a mechanism
called Eva! (for evaluator). Eventually one of time candidates is ranked optimal.

Eval consists of a set of ordered constraints. These constraints can be coin-
pared to rules iii other linguistic theories An important difference is however.
that optimal candidates are allowed to violate constraints. A weaker constraint
can be violated in order to satisfy a stronger constraint. Thus constraints are
ordered hierarchically from strong to weak and represent general tendencies
iii language rather than strict rules. The candidate which violates the fewest,
weakest constraints is time optimal candidate. Here follows an example.

Suppose there are four constraints: 1, 2, 3, and 4 of which 1 is the strongest,
followed by 2, etc. Candidate A violates constraint 1, candidate B violates 2,
and candidate C violates 3 and 4. This situation is shown in table 2.1. In
this case. candidate C would be the optimal candidate, because the constraints
violated by the other candidates are stronger than the constraints violated by
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candidate C. So even though candidate C violates zitore constraints thati the
other candidates, it is ranked optimal. Would there be a candidate D, which
only violates constraint 3, than this candidate would be favored over candidate
C. because it violates fewer constraints and no constraints that are stronger
than the constraints violated by candidate C.

Table 2.1: Overview of constraints violated by candidates.

1 2 3 4

Candidate A *

Candidate B *

Candidate C * *

It is assumed that there is one set of constraints which can be used to
describe all human languages. The differences between languages result from a
different ordering of the constraints. All linguistic phenomena, whether in the
field of phonetics. phonology, morphology, etc. are believed to be governed by
one ordered set of constraints. Iii practice, when studying a certain aspect of
language, only a few constraints and their relative ordering are described by a
theory. The ordering of these constraints as to the other constraints is thought
to be irrelevant to the studied phenomenon.

A constraint can either prohibit or demand something [25]. For example, a
constraint could demand that all speech segments in the output must have a
correspondence in the input (FaithV), or that a clause has a subject in canonical
posit ion [14]. Constraints should not compare different candidates themselves,

because this is part of Eval.

Bidirectional OT

In sentence interpretation two perspectives can be taken: the view of the speaker
(expressive perspective) and the view of the hearer (interpretive perspective)
[15]. In bidirectional optimality theory 1)0th of these perspectives are taken into
account.

It is assumed that both the speaker and the hearer want to minimize their
effort itt conversation. This is stated by two principles, which are a reduction
of Grice's niaxims and were first proposed by Atlas and Levinson [2]. The Q-
l)rillciple is about minimizing auditor's effort and corresponds to the first part of
Grice's quantity maxim (see section 2.4), while the I—principle seeks to minimize
speaker's effort and corresponds to the second part of the quantity maxim, as
well as to several other maxims [6] and [7].

According to Blutner and Solstad ([6], [7]), the I-principle compares different
possible interpretations for the same syntactic expression and the Q-principle
compares different possible syntactic expressions that the speaker could have
used to communicate the same meaning.

Thus, an optimization takes place over pairs of form (f) and meaning (in).
Without bidirectionality, optimization would be over either form or meaning,
but not both. Blutmier and Solstad propose two versions of bidirectional op-
timality theory: a strong and a weak version. Pairs are related by means of
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an ordering relation >. which means being more harmonic. This relation is
determined by time constraints which are proposed by a theory.
Strong Version

A form—meaning pair (f, in) is optimal if it is realized by Gen and it
satisfies both the Q- and the I-principle, where:

(Q) (f, in) satisfies the Q-principle if there is no other pair (f', in)
realized liv Gen such that (f', in) > (f. in)

(I) (f, in) satisfies the I-principle if there is no other pair (1' in')
realized liv Gen such that (f,in') > (f,m)

iVeak Version
A form-meaning pair (f. in) is supur-optinial if it is realized by Gen and it
satisfies both time Q- and the I-principle, where:

(Q) (f. in) satisfies the Q-principle if there is no other pair (f', in)
realized by Gen which satisfies the I-principle such that
(f'. in) > (f, in

(I) (f, in) satisfies the I-principle if there is no other pair (f,m')
realized l)y Gezi which satisfies the Q-principle such that
(f. in') > (f. in)

In time strong version the optimal pair consists of the optimal form and the
optimal imicanumig. Weak optimization takes place in rounds. The first round
(letermuhlles time optinmal candidate, the following rounds each determine a super—
optinmal can(hdate. The first round of weak optimization is strong optimizat i am.

Each round all candidates having the same forum, but a less optinmal meaning,
or time same tileauing, but a less opt imnal form, as the optimal candidate of the
preceding round are excluded and optimization takes place over the remaining
candidates. This way. several superoptimal pairs are allowed.

Theoretically, timere is an infinite number of superoptimnal pairs, each with
a different fornm and nmeaning. Linguistically, this yields incorrect predictions
[3]. Psychologically, this is not plausible. Since time capacity of the human
braiim is limited. time nunmber of rounds should somehow be restricted. This
is analogous to recursion in sentence structure. For example, linguistically,
an infinite number of embedded phrases is allowed. This number is restricted
however, by time limited processing capacity of the human brain.

The weak version can explain marked expressions having a marked inter-
pretation, although both the expression and the situations they describe have
a immore efficient ('OUlIterl)art [6]. Marked expressions are expressions that are
special, for example because they occur far less frequent than expressions that
are not marked. Consider the following example.

John sees himself! hun.

Time bidirectional analyses of this ('xammII)le is similar to the example Hendriks
and Spenader give in tableau 3 of [16]. Himself could be used to refer to John,
or to soimmeone not mentioned in this sentence. Instead of himself, him could be
used and timis could also refer to John or to someone else. These possibilities are
listed as caimdidates in table 2.2. (himself, corel) means that himself is used to
refer to .Johmi. (himmmself, disjoint) means that himself is used to refer to someone
else. etc. The cammdidates are the form-meaning pairs over which optimization
takes place.
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Table 2.2: OT Tableau for 'John sees himself / him.

candidates Cl C2
I 1. (IlilliSPif, coref)

2. (himself, (liSjoiIlt) *

3. (him. coref) *

11 4. (him. (hiSjOi!tt) *

The first column indicates in which round a candidate is optimal. The last
two columns indicate which constraints are violated by the candidates. An

asterisk marks a violation. Cl and ('2 are constraints of which Cl is ranked
higher. The meaning of the constraints is not relevant for the present example.
but they could be the constraints used in [16]: Principle A (Cl), and Referential
Economy (C 2).

Since candidate 1 violates the fewest, weakest constraints (in this case no
constraint), candidate 1 is the optimal candidate. This is the only possihility
allowed by strong bidirectional OT. Using weak bidirectional OT, we continue
with a second round. Candidate 2 and 3 are eliminated, since 2 has time same
form and 3 has the same meaning as candidate 1 and candidate 1 is the optimal
candidate of the first round. This leaves candidate 1 as the optimal candidate
of the second round. Thus, the weak version allows the use of himself to refer
to John and the use of him to refer to someone else. The strong version cannot
explain the use of him in this sentence whereas the weak version can.

Bidirectional OT and ToM

The speaker and the hearer both know the constraints and their ordering, be-
cause they are speakers of the same language. In addition, it is common knowl-
edge that every speaker of this language uses this particular ordered set of
constraints. This common knowledge is the same for all communication. This
makes it unlikely that this common knowledge is inferred over and over again,
each time a hearer wants to interpret a certain term. It could simply be remnem-
bered. This is not to say that the optimization process itself does not have to
take place for each instance.

According to bidirectional OT, to interpret utterances the hearer must have
a mental model of speakers in general. The hearer mieeds this to determine which

formn-mneamiing pair is optimal for the speaker, given the form of the utterance
and the constraints the speaker uses.

For example, if the speaker uses him the hearer can infer that he does not
macaim John. This is because the hearer knows that if John was meant. the
sl)eak('r would have used himself slice it is optimal. Thus, given the common
knowledge that every speaker uses the same ordered set of constraints, the hearer
can use first order ToM reasoning to understand the utterance.

Though it might not be obvious, common knowledge of the constraints is
needed in communication. Imagine the hearer not knowing that the speaker
knows that the hearer knows the constraints. So the hearer lacks second order
knowledge. If the speaker does not know that the hearer knows the constraints,
he could not be sure the hearer would understand him when he would use themmi.
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So in this case, there would be no reason for the hearer to assume the speaker
has used the constraints in formulating his utterance. Thus, the hearer cannot
use the constraints in interpreting the utterance and communication will not be
successful. Similar arguments caii be given for higher order reasoning.

\laiiv siieiitst. also outside the field of OT, believe that common knowledge
is necessary for successful communication, for example Clark and Marshall [8].
The intuition behind this idea is that when you use a reference you should be
sure that you and the addressee know what it refers to. know that you both
know what it refers to. know that you both know that you both know what it
refers to and so on ad infinitum.

2.6 Game Theory
According to game theor . a game is being played whenever people interact with
each other. Game theory provi(les a way to formally describe and categorize
gaines and strategies. It has successfully been applied to problems in economics,
political science, biology and social philosophy.

A strategy in game theory is defined in a formal way. To understand strate-
gies, let us first look at games. A game must have rules, which specify for each
I)lay(r what can be done at what point in time. hi addition, the rules should
specify how the play('rs are rewarded at the end of the game.

A game can be represented as a game tree. The root of the tree represents
the first move of the game. The leaves correspond to possible game endings and
should be labeled with the outcomes of the game for each player. Each node
represents a possible move and the edges leading away from a node represent
the available choices, or the actions possible at that point in the game. For
each uiode, it should be specified which player can make a choice or perform
an action. If the move depends on chance, for example when rolling dice, the
c()1responding node is assigned to Chance (or Nature) and the edges leading
away from that node must be labeled with a probability. Such moves are called
chance moves. A play then cOlisistS of a connected chain of edges, from the root
to one of the leaves.

Figure 2.3: Gamuic tree for the game Heads or Tails.

Figure 2.3 is an exauiiple of a game tree for the simple game Heads or Tails.
First. player I needs to choose either Heads or Tails. Then, there is a chance
iuiove. a coil! is flipped so there are two edges with probability 0.5 leading away
from the chamice ijodes. These each end in two leaves, one in which the player
wins, and one in which lie loses.
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A pure strategy for player i can now be dcfiiied as 'a statenient that specifies
an action at each of the decision nodes at which it would be player i's duty to
niake a decision if that node were actually reached', [17] p30. Thus, in the Heads
or Tails example a strategy for player one would need to specify whether player
one would choose Heads or Tails. A possible strategy is to choose Heads.

The knowledge a I)lay(r has at a particular time that is relevant to the game
is represented in game theory as an information set. Information can either be
perfect or imperfect. In bridge, information is imperfect. because the players
do not know the hands of the other players. This is different from the game of
chess, where each player knows everything there is to know about the current
state of the game. at each point in the aii, because both players can see the
board and the 1)ositions of the pieces. Chess is a game of perfect information.
Under perfect information, each player knows (xa(tly where he is in the game
tree at each point in the game, and no moves are simultaneous. In a gaiiie of
iiiiperfect information, a pure strategy needs to specify what decision a player
takes, or what action a player performs at each possible information set.

The above Heads or Tails example considers a very simple game, with very
simple strategies. The ganie used in the experiment described in this thesis
(see section 4.1), a version of Master(s)Miiid(s), is far more complex. Mas-
ter(s)Min(l(s) is a two-player zero-sum game. Zero-sum means that the pay-offs
of ali players always sum to zero. In Master(s)Mind(s) this is the case, because
if one player wins, the other player loses. A two-player zero-sum game is nec-
essarily strictly competitive (see [17] p237, 238). Iii the game used, each player
has a secret code of four different, ordered colors, and has to guess the secret
code of the opponent in order to win. This can be done by making guesses and
receiving feedback sentences on how many colors are right, and how many of
theni are in the right position.

The game tree for the version of \laster(s)Miiul(s) used would become ex-
tremely large, because there are many possible ways for the game to evolve. In
addit ion, the information players have depends on what choices their opponent
iiiakes, which results in many possible information sets. It would thus be very
impractical to define a formal strategy for this version of Master(s)Mind(s).
However, global strategies can be described for this game such as 'revealing lit-
tle information' or 'concentrating on guessing the opponent's secret code'. In
the following chapters, strategy is used in this less formal way.

In the game \laster(s)\Iind(s), information is not symmetric, which means
that a player has information different from the other players when he moves
or at a leaf. In fact, both players have information that is different from the
information that the other player has, since both players have their own secret
(ode, which ihiev know, but their opponent does not know. Because the infor-
ination is not synimetric, it is also imperfect. In \Iaster(s)Mind(s) there are also
simultaneous nioves, because both players have to choose feedback sentences at
the same time.

In game theory. players are assumed to be rational and capable of perfect
reasoning. For \laster(s)Mind(s), this is not a plausible assumption. It would
imply that all players would be capable of infinitely high order Theory of Mind
reasoning. Game theory has often been criticized for the assumption of perfect
reasoning [12] 1)21. Apart from infinitely high order ToM reasoning, and more
general infinite reasoning capacities, it would also predict that agents can acquire
an infinite aniount of information and can eveii predict the future. In [33], Simon
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has iiitroduced the tcnii bounded rationality to describe the limited cognitive
resources and capabilities of the human mind. In [12], Gazendam explains
different ways of interpreting bounded rationality.

Because \laster(s)\litnl(s) is a game of imperfect information, the l)lay(rs
cannot know what the opponent knows. This makes it more difficult to carry
out first order ToM reasoning. Instead of a reasoning pattern like 'he knows
A. thus he will act B', )lay(rs have to use patterns like 'he acts B, if he would
know A he may act B, thus he may know A' to infer facts about the opponent's
knowledge. which contains the secret code.

Game I henry has beeii applied to bidirectional OT by Dekker and Van Rooy
[9]. They found that an optimal form—meaning pair in weak bidirectional OT can
be reforllllllate(l as a Nash equilibriummi in 01. A Nash equilibrium is a very well
known solution ('olle('1)t in game theory. It can be defined as follows: "If there is
a set of strategies with the prol)ertY that no player can benefit by changing her
strategy while the other players keep their strategies unchanged, then that set
of strategies and the corresponding payoffs constitute the Nash Equilibrium."
From http: / /wihliam-king.www.drexel.edu/top/eco/game/miash html
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Chapter 3

Research Question and
Hypotheses

This study originally served as a pilot for a larger project at the University of
(;rotiiiig&'ii. In this larger project, it is assumed that cogmtive skill acquisition
caii l)e exl)lamed through t he same cognitive mechanisms, within three different
cognitive domains: reasoning about others, pragmatics and instruction. The
problem statement in this larger project is: 'How do deliberate and automatic
pr(('ss( interact in the acquisition of complex skills?' In this study, the focus
is not so much on how humans acquire and use complex skills, but on to what
extent they do so.

hi this stlI(Iy. two dommianis are addressed: reasoning about others and prag-
matics. As described in section 2.1. a dissociation has been found in the re-
flective ability to distinguish one's own beliefs from those of others, and the
a)plication of this knowledge. Yet the application of first order theory of mind
would often lead to better strategies and better performance. For example, in
the experimnemit of Ne sar at al. [20] l)eOPle would have to consider fewer ob-
jects if they would realize that the director could not see and thus could not
know about certain objects. and this could lead to faster performance. In the
(loniant of pragniatics. the application of ToM reasoning could have an influence
on interpretation aiid production.

A (Iu('stiolI still to be answered is whether reflective cognition and the ap—
plicat ion of the knowledge in which it results, are necessary for cognitive skill
acquisition. As a step in the right (lirection, the following research question is
stated for this study.

Research Question To what extent do people acquire and use complex skills
and strategies in the domains of reasoning about others and language use, specif-
ically. when playing the game Muster(s) Mindfr)?

The assumnptiOli is made that to acquire and use complex skills, reflective
reasoning is indeed necessary. To investigate how deliberate and automatic
processes interact in the acquisition of complex skills, the following hypothesis
is a(lol)tcd:
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Hypothesis 1 Performing a task and simultaneously reflecting upon this task
can be seen as a form of dual tasking.

This hypothesis has beuii adopted front Verbrugge, Hendriks, Taatgen et
a!. [37]. hi their view, reflective deliberate reasoning processes, such as self-
monitoring, are crucial for reaching expert level performance in many domains of
cognition, iIIclu(hng learning from instruction. pragmatics and reasoning about
others.

The hypothesis is that when people perform a ta.sk which involves reasoning
with incomplete information or drawing pragmatic inferences, reflection can be
considered as a second task. The first task includes reasoning based on ones
own knowledge and the truth-conditional (e.g., logical) meaning of utterances.
The second task is more complex and includes using reflection to reason about
others and to infer from implicated meaning.

When playing Master(s)Mind(s), a two player version of Mastermind (see
4.1), the first task is to play the game according to its rules. This involves
reasoning about the game rules and (letermining which seiltelices are true. The
second task is to (levelop a winning strategy for the game. This involves reason-
ing about what your opponent thinks, is trying to make you think or thinks that
you are trying to make hint think as well as determining what is implicated by
an utterance or which utterances reveal the least information while stifi being
true.

Two additional hypotheses have been formulated, which are relevant to the
domain of language use and also involve reasoning about others. To explain
hypothesis two, an explanation of cooperative and uncooperative conversation
is given first.

Grice's quantity maxim states that people try to be as informative as pos-
sible, vet not more informative than is required. In cooperative conversation
this is a reasonable assumption, but sometimes conversation is not fully coop-
erative. For example people can hold back information, deceive or eveit lie. In
these situations people oi)viouslv are not giving as much information as possible.

Instead of always being easily mislead and deceived, p()p1e can anticipate
for being wrongly informed, especially when the context provides them with
reasons to be suspicious. Consider the following two situations.

Situation 1 You are called by a friend who asks you for a phone number.
You know the number by heart, so you ask her whether she has pen and paper.
Site answers you with 'No, I don't'. Can you conclude that site also does not
have a pencil and paper ready?

Situation 2 You are playing happy families and you are the first to pose a
question. You ask your opponent for the mother of a certain family. Your
opponent replies with 'not at home'. Can von conclude that he doesxit have
any muenibers of this family?

Situation 1 is an example of cooperative communication as opposed to sit-
uation 2. If we apply Grice's quantity maxim to situation 1, it can indeed be
concluded that your friend also does not have a pencil. For if she did, she would
have told you so since it is easy for her to infer that it would be relevant.
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In situation 2 your opponent caii easily infer that you would be interested
to know whether he has any other cards of the same family. Yet he does not
tell you so, because he is playing a competitive game and is thus not being
cooperative. However, you are perfectly aware of this so you do not draw the
pragmatic inference that you would draw in a cooperative situatioii.

Hypothesis 2 states that this also holds for using scalar terms like some
aiid most. It is expected that otice people are familiar with the uncooperative
situation, they will mimake less strong pragmatic inferences than they do in co-
operative situations. This will miot only influence their interpretation, but also
their production of sentences with scalar terms.

Hypothesis 2 In an uncooperative conversation, people will shift their inter-
pretation (271(1 production of quantifiers from pragmatic (using Grice 's quantity
maxim) to le.s.s pragmatic (not using Grice 's quantity maxim,).

Hypothesis 3 is on what kind of reasoning is involved in using quantifiers,
es)ecia11y to make the shift described in hypothesis two. In [11], Feeney et
al. propose that there are three stages to people's interpretation of some. The
first is the logical interpretation which precedes children's sensitivity to scalar
iniplicatures. The second stage is the pragmatic interpretation which results
from drawing pragmatic inferences. This is in line with the results found by
Noveck [29] an(l Papafragou & \lusolino [30]. Feeney et al. found evidence for a
third stage, in which adults can choose a logical.interpretation over a pragmatic
interpretation, even though they can make the pragmatic inference that some
implies not all (see section 2.4).

Time theory of three stages that Feeney et al. propose seems in line with the
three stage model proposed by Verbrugge, Hendriks, Taatgen et al.(see section
2.3). If so, the process of making pragmatic inferences should be an automatic
process and the ability to overrule this pragmatic interpretation would probably
be a deliberate reasoning process in which one's theory of mind is used. To
inVestigate this, hiypotliese 3 is formulated.

Hypothesis 3 In interpreting and producing quantifiers. people make use of
an automated pimuss. which results iii a jnagnzatic use of the quantifier. This
automatic picess can be 'overruled' by a deliberate reasoning pimess. which
results in a logical use of the quantifier.
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Chapter 4

Experiment

To test the hypotheses, an experimelit was conducted in which human par-
ticipants played a head to head game: Master(s)Mind(s). To facilitate data
collection, a Kylix implementation of the game Master(s)Mind(s) was made
(see Appendix A), and participants played the game on two connected corn-
pilfers. Kylix is an enviromnent for object oriented programming, which can
be used on a Linux platform. It is similar to Delphi. which caxi only be used
on a \Viiidows platform. While playing the game, all the choices participants
iiiade were recorded in a file, as well as their answers to questions that they
were asked (luring the game through pop-up screens. Aiialvzing these files led
to the results presented in chapter 3.

This chapter starts with a description of the game that participants played,
and an explanation why the game was designed in this waN ext, in the section
Design, there is an explanation of how different ways of language use lead to
different behavior in this game. This explanation is followed by the predictions.
Finally, the procedure, used materials, and participants are described.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Game
Subjects will play a competitive ganie in pairs, which is based on a two player
symmetric version of the game Mastermind, called Master(s)mind(s) [23]. In
this game each player can choose a secret code. The goal of the game is to be
tile first to guess the other l)lay(rs secret code. The subjects will both use a
computer to play tue game; these computers will be linked to enable the players
to ('Olfll)('te against each other.

Each turn, one player (player 1) caii make a guess about the code of the
other player (player 2). This guess has to be a possible secret code. Player 2
has to evaluate this guess iy submitting how Iflaliy colors are correct and in the
right place and how many colors are correct, but in the wrong place. compared
to his secret code. This evaluation will not be visible to player 1 and will be
checked liv an algorithm, which will correct the participant if necessary.

Player 2 then has to provide feedback to player 1 by communicating two
si'mitemices. which can be chosen from a list of sentences differing in pragmatic
strength (see Appendix B). The sentences are in Dutch. One sentence must
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be about the colors guessed and one about the positions of the colors. Both
sentences must be true.

In response to this, player 1 will submit her interpretation of the feedback
in a code of four items. A black dot will be used to represent a right color in
the right place, a white dot to represent a right color in a wrong place and an
eml)ty item to represent a wrong color. To represent ambiguity and vagueness
several codes cami be submitted for one sentence. This way, player 1 can express
what she thinks to be consistent with the feedback. In Kripke semantics this
corresponds to what worlds she thinks to be possible given the feedback of player
2. The interpretation will not be visible to player 2.

Since the game is symmetric, player 1 also has to evaluate her own guess
about the other player's code compared to her own secret code and this evalu-
ation is checked by an algorithm and is not visible to player 2. Player 1 then
has to provide feedback to player 2 about her own guess compared to her secret
code. This will be done in the sanie way as player 2 did. l)y comnitinicating
sentences. Player 2 has to submit his interpretation of the feedback sentences
lie gets from player 1, which will not be visible to player 1. This ends the turn
so that now player 2 can make a guess.

Here follows an example. Suppose Mary has rhoseii her secret code to be red,
blue, green, yellow and John's secret code is orange, purple, blue, green. It is
John's turn to make a guess and he guesses green, orange, brown, yellow. Now.
Mary and John have to give an evaluation of the guess. Compared to Mary's
secret code, there are two correct colors (green and yellow) and one color is in
the right place (yellow). So Mary's evaluation is black, white. Similarly, John's
evaluation is white, white (from orange and green). Although Mary and John
have to submit these evaluations, they cannot see each other's evaluation.

Now Mary and John have to provide feedback sentences to each other. Mary
chooses to communicate the sentences 'Sommnige kleuren zijn goed.' (Some
colors art' iight.) and Eeii kleur staat op do goede plants.' (There is a color
which is in the right place.). She sends these sentences to Jolui. At the same
tune. .John selects the sentences Twee kleuren zijn goed.' (Two colors are right.)
and Geeii kleur staat op de goede plants.' (No color is in the right place.), and
sends them to \larv.

After receiving the feedback sentences, both players need to submit their in-
terpretation of the feedback sentences they received. Mary thins needs to submit
what worlds she holds possible given that two colors are right and no color is in
the right place. She could submit the combination (white, white). Submitting
only this combination would mean she has a pragimiatic interpretation of 'twee'
(two). She could also submit a logical interpretation by adding (white, white.
white) and (white, white, white, white), allowing 'twee' to mimeami at least two.

John has to give his interpretation of the feedback sentences he got from
Mary. So John has to tell what worlds he considers possible given that some
colors are right and there is a color which is in the right place. He could submit
(white, black). If lie would only submit this combination, his interpretation
would be pragmatic with 'soiiiinige' (some) meaning exactly two and 'een' (a)
meaning exactly one. He could also submit (white. white, black), allowing som—
mige' to immean exactly three, or (white, black, black), allowing 'sommige' to mean
exactly three amid 'een' (a) to mean exactly two. If he includes one of the last
('Olilbinations, his interpretation would be more logical.

After both players have submitted their interpretation the turn ends and
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the other player, in this case Mary. can make a guess in the following turn.
Not onl in interpretation, but also in l)ro(lu(t ion (choosing feedback sentences)
can players be more or less pragmatic. In the above example, Mary could have
beexi less pragillatie in production by choosing the sentence Eeii kleur is goed.'
(There is a right color.) iiistead of 'Sommige kicuren zijn goed.'. Similarly,
John could have preferre(l to use 'Eâi kicur is goed.' (One color is right.).

Motivation of choices in game design
For the secret code, four different colors have to be chosen out of seven colors,
and their order must be determined. There are SIt) (7 x 6 x 5 x 4) codes possible,
given these restrictions. There are 35 (7! / 1! x (7 — .1)!) possible combinations
of colors. Once it is known which four colors the code is made up of, there are
still 24 possibilities (4 x 3 x 2 x 1). It is difficult to predict how many guesses
will be needed to guess the secret code, because this strongly depends on the
feedback given and the interpretation of the feedback. To prev(nt the game
froni taking too long and parti('ipants from getting bored, each participant can
guess at most eight times per game.

A total of seven colors will allow for wrong colors, but keeps the total number
of possible combimiations reasonable. \Vit Ii fewer than seven colors, at least two
colors would always be right and thus sentences about color with 'één' (one)
or eeii' (a) would never be true. To further restrict the number of possible
conhl)iliat ions. the additional restriction that the code must contain four differ-
ent colors has been made. Without this restriction. there would be 2401 (71)

l)ossil>ilities. This restriction also prevents the reasoning aspect of the game
from becoming too difficult.

A code of four colors is chosen because this is the shortest number which
eimables interesting possibilities in language use. Consider the following example.

1. Somnmige kleuren zijn goed.

Some colors are right.

2. Dc mimeeste kleureii zijn goed.

Most colors are right.

3 .Alle kleuren i'ijn goed.

All colors are rig/it.

4. Ecu kleur is goeil.

There is a right color.

\Vhen from these available sentences. 1 is given as feedback, the pragmatic
iuterl)retatn)1i following Grice's quantity maxim (see section 2.4) would be that
two colors are right. This is because if three colors were right, it would be more
informative to use 2, when four were right 3 and when only one was right 4.
hi a logical interpretatioli on the other hand, there could be one, two, three or
four correct colors. So using a four color secret code, the interpretations the
players suIl)lmt will reveal whether they have a fully pragmatic or a more logical
interpretation. When communicating a sentence, a player's intended meaning
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cati be derived from the evaluation of the guess. This will reveal whether a
pragmatic or logical meaning has been intended in production.

If fewer than four colors would be used, the strictly pragmatic use of 'som-
mige (some) and 'de meeste' (most) would not be distinct. Thus. less variation
in iiiterpretation and production would be possible. With four items, you could
allow soininige' to mean exactly two or exactly three, but not exactly one or
exactly four. Perhaps the difference in use between 'sommige' and 'de meeste is
maintained less strictly by some people than the difference between 'sommige'

and 'alle' (all). \Vith fewer than four colors this cannot be tested. It is also
slightly counterintuitive to speak of 'de meeste' or 'sommige' when there are
only three items. This would more readily invite participants to question the
meaning of the scalar terms and thus have an unwanted influence.

Because at least four different items are needed, a guess has to be a possible
secret code. So for example, guessing four times red is not allowed. Wheii a
guess has fewer than four different colors, this can be seen as having fewer than
four items in the color dimension.

It can be a bit impractical for participants to have to submit their interpre-
tation of the feedback as described. If the following sentences would be given:

• Soniinige kleuren zijn goed,

Some colors are right,

• Sommige kleuren staan op de goede plaats.

Some colou. are in place.

the logical interpretation could only be expressed by ten different four item
codes. It would be easier if the participants could just select the codes which

they tluimik possible. The reason this is not done is that this could make them
consider options they would normally not think of.

To make sure participants evaluate their opponent's guess correctly, their
evaluation (not their interpretation) is checked by an algorithm. This is because
if incorrect feedback is given as a result of an incorrect evaluation, one player

is misled in a way that is not according to the game rules and the game gets
seriously disturbed.

Available feedback sentences

The feedback sentences from which participants can choose are listed in Ap-

pen(lix B.1. A translation into English is provided in B.2. Two scales for scalar
terms are used: (1, 2, 3, 4), (geen, ecu. soinmnige, de mneeste. alle) (( no, (there
is) a, some, most, alt)). The same feedback sentences are available throughout
the game.

Many other interesting scalar terms could be investigated such as 'ten minste'
(at least), 'hoogstens' (at most), 'minder dan' (less than/ under), 'meer dan'
(more than/ over). One could also look at combinations of scalar terms and
negation. However, it is not very practical to include this all at the same time.
Since this is a pilot study. the number of scalar terms used is kept small.
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4.2 Design
Consider a player with a strictly pragmatic language use. To this player 'één'
means eJae fly one, 'twee' means exactly two, etc. This is because Grices quan-
tity maxim would otherwise be violated. As explained in the previous subsec-
tion, 'ecu' nxeans e.rac fly one, 'sominige' means exactly two, 'de nieeste' means
('Jactly three and 'alle' means exactly four, for this player in the situation pro-
vided liv the game. 'Geeii' means none, because feedback sentences have to be
true' in the ganle.

This player will choose feedback sentences of the same pragmatic strength,
regar(lless of whether he wants to be as informative or as uninformative as
possible. There is no way for him to reveal less information, because it would
imply lying.

This does not hold for a player with a strictly logical language use. To this
player 'éii' will mean at least one, 'twee' will mean at least two, etc. 'Ecu' and
'sonhnhige' will both mean at least one, 'de meeste' will ziiean at least three and
'alle' will mean at least four.

1. Eén kleur is goed.

One color is right.

2. Twee kleuren zijn goed.

Two colors are right.

If the logical player uses a Strategy of being uninformative, he will always
favor sentence 1 over sentence 2. This is because, according to this player, 1 is
true in all cases where 2 holds and in some cases where 2 does not hold as well.
If the logical player wants to be informative, he will therefore favor 2 over 1. In
analogy, a sentence with 'een' will be favored over a sentence with 'de meeste'
by a logical player who wants to be uninformative and vice versa for a logical
player being informative.

Table 4.1 shows time different combinations of strategy and interpretation
described and the expected behavior in feedback sentence selection. 'a' means
l)r('ferriulg the sentence which is opt unal according to Grice's quantity maxim.
'Ii' means favoring a less informative sentence over a more informative sentence.

Table 4.1: Possible combinations of strategy and interpretation.
a mnealis favoring informative sentences.
b means favoring uninformative sentences.

rategy / language use pragmatic logical
being informative a a
l)eing uninformative a b

Ideally, table 4.1 would contain 'a', 'li, 'c', 'd'. This would enable differen-
tiation between all combinations ba.sed just on the feedback sentences selected.
Aim assuniptiomi made, is that play'rs start with a pragmatic interpretation and
a poor strategy. This will result in behavior a. A shift to behavior b caim only
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take place if the interpretatioii of the player becomes more logical and he has
duvelol)e(I a strategy of revealing fewer information.

A player's way of interpreting will be measured through the interpretations
he provides of the feedback sentences that he has received. Production will be
measured through feedback sentence selection. Strategy will be determined by
the aiiswers to the questions the player is asked throughout the game, about
why he makes certain choices.

Altogether, the experiment can reveal whether or not language use shifts
from pragmatic to more logical and whether a strategy of being uninformative
is developed.

4.3 Predictions
Grice's maxinis are best applied in situations where conversation is cooperative.
Since a rational strategy for playing the game in the experiment is to be as
uninformative as possible conversation will probably not be cooperative in the
experimental conditions. So once the players have mastered time game well
enough to think aboutstrategy and have become familiar with the uncooperative
context, they are expected to develop a less pragmatic use of the sentences. How
pragmatic or how logical language use is, may differ for each scalar term. There
might aiso be an asymnnwtrv between production and interpretation, as with
children.

Since the game involves quite a lot of actions which miced to be performed
each turn. players are expected to start with a very simple or no strategy. As
they get more experienced in playing the game they will have enough resources
left to develop a immore complex strategy. The following development is expected:

Stage 0 The player will choose to communicate sentences which are true and
make a guess based on the feedback sentences lie gets. The interpretation of
tIme feedback sentences might be logical (because no capacity is left to draw
pragnmatic inferences) or pragmatic (because drawing pragmatic inferences is an
automatic process). In the first case hypothesis 3 does not hold.

Stage 1 The player will explicitly take into account what his opponent knows,
wants and believes (first order ToM). He will make guesses based on what he
wants to know and what he knows from the feedback he got about his own and
the oppouent s preceding guesses.

When choosing a sentence to communicate, lie will consider the amount of
information that is revealed. This may result in less pragmatic product ions.
Eventually, when nmaking a guess. he will ensure that he does not have to reveal
too much information to the opponent as a result of his guess.

lime illterpretatioim of time feedback sentences the player gets will be prag-
nlati(. since lie considers the alternatives his opponent has in choosing a semi-
t(flCe.

Stage 2 The player will take into account what his opponent does not want
him to know (second order ToM). He will be aware that his opponent is trying
to reveal little information. This will lead to a more logical interpretation. The
player will also try to infer information from time choices his opponent makes in
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guessing. For exaniple, when his opponent chooses a certain guess over a more
obvious one, he will check if the more obvious guess could reveal something his
opponent would not wazit him to know.

Stage 3 The player will take into account that his opponent knows that he
does not want his opponent to know certain things (third order ToM). He will
also be aware that his opponent knows that he knows that his opponent does
not want to reveal certain information (third order ToM). He may consider
pussitilit ies to mislead his opponent, using this knowledge. Since possibilities to
(10 50 are ver linlite(l due to the symmetric nature of the game, the development
of strategy will stop at this stage for most players. Language use will be at its
most logical end for this player. The improvement the player makes will be in
reducing errors, beconiing faster and having to l)llt less effort into playing the
game.

The reasoning about not having to reveal too much information to the op-
ponent as a result of a players own guess, in stage one, will only occur after
the reasoning about the available information, which is needed for a guess, is
simfliciemitly

The stages are l)ased on the development of a theory of mind of the opponent.
The imumber of the stage corresponds to the order of the ToM needed for the
strategy described. Because less pragmatic productions can result frommi first
or(ler ToM use whereas less pragmatic interpretation requires second order ToM
use, more logical production is expected to precede more logical interpretation.
Iml(hivi(luals niav differ in the speed in which they •rss time stages and in the stage
they event uallv reach. The experiment mimay not allow for enough training to
reach stage 2 amid 3. Individual differences iii how logical language use becomes
are expected to occur.

The logical use players event tially reach, results from a conscious reasoning
l)ro((ss (hypothesis :1). This mneamis players will be able to describe this part of
their strategy.

Due to tIme improved strategy trained players will outperform novices. If this
is not the case. either the trained i)lay(r has not learned to use his theory of
mind effect ivelv or the novice can already do so.

4.4 Procedure
At the first session. participants were first given a written instruction (see ap-
l)(mi(hix C) on how to play the game and how to use the computer program.
They were allowed to ask in advance any qilestiolis considering the game rules
or the eoml)uter prografli. In addition to the written instruction an oral iii—
struct ion was proide1 by the experimenter. This instruction included that the
J)articipallts were not allowed to communicate an information on time experi-
ment to prospective participan1ts, talk to their op)0nents. ask queStions (except
questions on time use of time computer program). think aloud, tell the opponent
their secret code if it wasn't gliesse(1 (this to prevent people from suspecting
foul play in case of differing imiterpretations).

After the instructions each participant playe(l the game against another par-
ticipant for approximately three hours. During one of these gaInes, after an
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hour and a half had passed, participants needed to answer a question on w
they chose a parti('ular guess and on why they selected particular feedback
ences. After three hours, participants filled iii questionnaire one (see app r Ii":

D ), which was on their strategy.
At the second session, participants were allowed to read the instructieii-

again and were given the opportunity to ask (Iuestlons. They then played
game again for three hours iii the same way as iii session one. After playing the
game, they completed questionnaire two, which was the same as questionnaire
one, and questionnaire three (see appendix D), which was on their backgn
and prior knowledge.

Participants did not receive aimv reward for winning the game nor a pi I I

ishment for losing. They were not allowed to write amivthing down during the
game. Time time between the sessions differed between participm11ts because 1

practi('ai limitations.

4.5 Materials
To enable l)arti(ipallt s to play the game via computers, a network was estal
lished of three Celeron processors of 766 MHz. One (lesktop was used for eali
J)layer ami(l one desktop was used as a server. Time operating system used was H
Hat 9. The implementation of the game Master(s)\Eind(s) has been de
in Kviix 3.

4.6 Participants
Nine people (7 male, 2 female) completed the two session experiment. Their ag
were 21, 22, 22, 22, 23. 23, 26. 26. 60. Three people (2 male, 1 female) comph
only one session, their ages were 22, 24, 58. All participants volunteered fl'
the experiment, one of them was rewarded with a kind of credits towards
degree in Psychology. This participant played the second session against t
experimenter. Table 4.3 and 4.2 show the relevant knowledge and experienc
particil)amlts had as measured via questionnaire 3.
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Table 1.2: Relevant experlellce of the participants.
The nunibers represent the participants.

suhject No
experience

Some
experience

Fair amount
of experience

A lot of
experience

working with
(OIII1)1It1.

3, 5, 6,
7, 10, 12

1, 2, 4, 8,
9, 11

plavitig strategic
galIles

3, 6. 7,
8. 12

1, 2, 4,
5, 9, 10

11

playing
mastermind

3 2, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8,

9,11,12

1. 10

playing gaines
similar to
xiiastermizid

L 3. 4. 5,
9. 11

2 10

Table 4.3: Background knowledge of the participants.
The numbers reJ)resellt the participants.

sul)je(t hardly any
knowledge

some
knowledge

fair
knowledge

a lot of
knowledge

logic 6, 8, 11, 12 5 1, 2, 3, 4,
7, 9,_10

(1)Ist(II1I( logic 3, 5. 6, 7,
8. 9. 11, 12

1, 2, 4. 10

t lI(UV of iiiiiid 1, 2, 3, 5, 6,
7.8,9, 11, 12

4 10

t 101111 conditional
.ciiialitics

3. 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12

1. 2. 4

J)ragIIIaI ICS 2, 3, 5, 7, 8,
9,_11,_12

1. 4, 6. 10
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Chapter 5

Results

This chapter starts with a description of the results considering language use.
Then the results regarding strategy are given. Third, the results about the
order of theory of mind the partiCipalitS have used are presented. The section
ends with the results about what choices participants made in choosing feedback
sentences.

'The partipaIits arc nunibered from one to twelve, the participants 10, 11,
and 12 completed only one session.

5.1 Language use
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the initial and final language use of the participants.
This is the language use as measured in interpretation. Most participants
showed symmetry between interpretatioli and production. Participant 3 how-
ever. sta e(l more logical in 1)ro(llictiOIi. Participant 5 allowed 'sonimige' (some)
to mean e.racfly One iii pro(luction, but iiot in interpretation. Participant 9's
niterpretatioli eventually became pragmatic, but his productions did not. Table
3.3 shows the initial and fimial language use of each participant by category. The
following shifts in interpretation and production occurred:

een Participant 3 shifted to a more pragmatic language use of 'ecu' (a) over
the course of the experiment. Participants 2. 4, and 3 shifted to a more
logical use of 'een'.

sommige Parti('ipants 1. 2. 3, 4. 6. 7, and 12 (seven in total) shifted to a
more pragmatic use of 'sommige (some). Participant 9 shifted to a more
pragmatic interpretation only and was (oust alit in the production of 'soni-
nuge'.

de meeste Part icil)auit 10 shifted to a more pragmatic use of '(l(' ineeste (most),
whereas participant 4 shifted to a more logical use of 'de meeste'.

één Participant 3 shifted to a more pragmatic use of 'één' (one). Participant
4 and 5 shifted to a niore logical use of 'één'.

twee Participant 3 shifted to a umiore pragmatic interpretation of 'twee' (two).

drie Participant 4 shifted to a more logical use of 'drie' (three).
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Table 5.1: Initial aiid final interpretation of quantifiers.
The boldfaced numbers between brackets, above the columns, represent the
meanings that participants included. '1' should be read as exactly one etc.

Thus, (1,2) means the interpretation that the given scalar can mean exactly

one and exactly two. The numbers in the rows represent the participants, so
1' should be read as participant one etc. This way, the table shows which

participants had a certain interpretation at the beginning and at the end of
the experiment, for each scalar term used. The numbers of the participants

that changed their interpretation for a certain scalar term are in italic in the
row with the final interpretations. The second column contains the pragmatic

interpretations, which are a subset of the logical interpretations. For 'geen'
and 'all', the pragmatic and logical interpretation are identical.

geen (0)
initial 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12

final 1, 2. 3. 4.
5, 6. 7, 8.

9, 10. 11.12
een (1) (1. 2) (1. 2. 3) (1, 2, 3, 4)
initial 2. -1. 5. 6.

7. 8._9._10

1, :. ii

final 6.7. S. 9. It) 2 2.5 I. . 11

soltIllilge (2) (2, 3) (2. 3. 4) (1. 2. 3. 4)

iiiit i;tl 8 5, 6, 7, 9,
10, 12

4. 11 1. 2. 3

titial 6. 7. 8. 9, 12 3, .4, 5, 10 1. 2. 11

de nieestc (3) (2, 3) (3, 4) (2. 3. 4)
initial 5. 6. . 8, 9 4 1, 2, 3, 10. 11

final . 5. 6. 7, 8,
9. 10

1, 2, 11 2

alle (4)

initial 1, 2. 3, 4,

5,6. 7,8,
9. 10. 11, 12

final 1.2.3,4,
5.6. 7,8,

9, 10, 11, 12
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Table 5.2: Initial and final interpretation of numbers.
This table is similar to table 5.1, thus the boldfaced numbers between brackets,
above the columns, represent the meanings that participants included, and the
nunhl)ers in the rows represent the participants. The numbers of the participants
that changed their interpretation of a certain scalar term are in italic in the
row with the flutal interpretations. The second column contains the pragmatic
interpretations. whichi are a subset of the logical interpretations. For 'vier', the
pragmatic and logical interpretation are identical.

éen (1) (1, 2, 3) (1, 2, 3, 4)
initial 1. 2. 4. 5,

6, 7. 8, 9. 10. 12
3

final 1. 2, 3, 5.

6. 7. 8. 0. 10. 12
4

twee (2) (2, 3, 4)
initial 1. 2. 5. 6,

7. 8. 9. 10, 12
3. 4

final 1. 2. 3. 5. 6,
7. 8. 9, 10, 12

4

drie (3) (3, 4)
initial 1. 2. 3. 4, 5,

1;. . S. 9. 10, 12
linal I. 2. 3. 5, 6,

7. 8._9,_10,_12
4

vier (4)
iiiitial 1, 2, 4, 6,

7, 8,_9,_10,_12
fiiial 1, 2, 4, 6,

7. 8,_9,_10,_12

Table 5.3: Language use.
This table shows the type of language use (pragmatic or logic) of participants
(luring the ('xperinleltt. initially and finally. The numbers represent the partic—
ipants. The nunibers of the participants who made a shift are in italic in the
row that represeiits the final language use.

r pragmatic fairly pragmatic fairly logical logical
initially 8 5. 6, 7, 9, 10. 12 1. 2. 3, 4 11

ThnaIIv 6. 7. 8. 12 9. 10 1. 2. 3. 4. 5 11
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Participant 8 had a fully pragmatic language Use. Participants 7, 9, 10 and 12
started with a fairly pragmatic use which became even more pragmatic during
the experiment. Participants 7. . and 12 eventually had a fully pragmatic
language use.

Participant 5 started with a fairly pragmatic use, but shifted to a somewhat
more logical use (luring the second session of the experiflielit. In this session he
was playing against a participant with a fully logical use.

Participant 11 started with a fully logical language use and kept this use
throughout the experiment. Participants 1 and 2 showed a fairly logical use.
Participant 4 shifted from a language use in between logical and pragmatic to
a more pragmatic use in the first session (which was against a participant with
a fairly pragmatic use). In the second session he started with a fairly logical
use. This session was against a player with a fairly logical use whoimi lie knew.
Participant 3 started with an almost fully logical use, and shifted towards a
more pragniatic interpretation (he was playing against opponents with a fairly
logical use) . Although his interpretation of the quantifiers stayed fairly logical,
his interpretation of the numbers shifted to fully pragmatic.

Participant 1 wrote that ééxi (one) could be used in a situation where two
holds, but that he did not consider this a natural use. He wrote that he noticed
that his opponent acted accordingly. He also wrote that he thought that the
sentence 'een kleur is goed' (there is a right color) was always true, but that
lie didnt have the guts to start an argument on this. Some other participants
wrote explicit lv on what a term could or could not mean as well.

Some participants thought that their opponent was playing foul by lying.

5.2 Strategy
A participants st rat egv was measured by the answers the participant gave to the
questions during the game and on the questionnaires. For example, participant
8 wrote that he tried to avoid ambiguity when selecting feedback sentences,
whereas participant 3 wrote that he tried to give as little information as possible
witeui choosing sentences. Table 5.4 is an overview of the strategies used by the
part icipamits and the changes in strategy that occurred.

Table 5.4: Strategy.
This table shows what kind of strategy participants used during the experiment,
initially and finally. The numbers of the participants who miiade a shift are in
italic in the row that represents the final strategy.

initially
being uninformative

1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 11
1 wing informative

3, 8, 9, 12
other
6, 7

fiuially 1. 2. 3, 4, 5, 11 9, 12 2, 3,6, 7, 8, 10

Four players (1. —1. 5. 11) started out with a strategy of revealing little or ito
information and consistently used this strategy throughout the experiment.

One l)la'er (10) started out with the strategy of revealing little information,
but change(l this strategy to not making things too difficult for the opponent.
One player (2) started with the strategy of revealing little information and
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(hange(l this into not revealing too much informat ion as long as little was known
about the opponents secret code. One player (7) just alternated between being
clear and being vague.

Two players (9. 12) wanted to be as clear as possible, or didn't want to titake
timings too difficult for their opponent and stayed with this strate'.

One player (3) started with the intention of being clear and giving as much
inforniation as possii)le, titemi shifted to revealing very little information and
eventually tried to confuse the opponent.

One player (6) wanted to make things difficult for the opponent, but did not
clearly relate this to the amount of information given. One player (8) started
with being as informimative as possible and changed this to making things difficult,
but also did not relate difficulty to the amount of information being revealed.

In guessing the secret code, a nummII)er of players first concentrated on getting
all of the colors right. Participant 4 wrote that he focused on what was wrong,
rather tliaii on what was right. A lot of players did not consider the amount of
inforniatiomi that wa revealed by. or had to be revealed as a result of their own
guesses.

Player 9 trie(l to make his opponent lose his overview by using the quantifier
scale. In the overview of the (omnputer program, abbreviations were used for the
feedback sentences. He wrote that whereas K4P1 (meaning four colors are right,
one color is in the right place) was immediately clear to him, KaPe (meaning
all colors are right, there is a color which is in the right place) first needed
translation into K4P1.

Player 8 at some point concluded that using the number scale might result
in more difficulties for his opponent, because it seemed less friendly.

Player 2 wrote that lie tried to disturb his opponent by giving the same
feedback sentences repeatedly.

Social factors had an influence on the strategy l)lilY('rS used. Some players
chamige(l their strategy because they wanted to give their opponents a better
chance of winning the game, after they had won several games in a row. As
mentioned, participant 1 wanted to avoid a conflict, which led to revealing more
inforniation than necessary according to his own interpretation.

It was not found that players who applied second order theory of mind, or
had a strategy of revealing little information, had a better chance of winning
the game. Trained players did not outperform novice players consistently.

5.3 Order of Theory of Mind used
The order of the theory of mind that was used by a participant was deter-
titined by analyzing the written remarks the participant made and the answers
given to the questions. Table 5.5 shows the highest order of ToM used by each
l)articipatit.

The order of the theory of mind that was used by a participant was deter-
mined h analyzing the written remarks the participant mmiade and the answers
given to the questions. Table 5.5 shows the lnghest order of ToM used by each
l)arti(ipamit.

Part icipant 1 showed the use of a second order ToM halfway the first session.
He wrote that in making a guess, lie considered that the guesses made by his
opponemit were evasive from his opponent's secret code, since he wanted to hide
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Table 3.5: Highest Order of ToM used.
This table shows the highest order of ToM that participants used during the
experinivllt. The numbers represent the participants.

1st order possibly 2nd order 2nd order

3.5.6.7.8.9.10,12 4 L2.1j

this code. So he used a second order thought like 'he does not want me to know'

to analyze the behavior of his opponent and used the information he gained this
way to guide his own behavior. Participant 1 also wrote that he tried to make
guesses which did not resemble his own code too much nor too little, he preferred
some colors to be right. This indicates the use of first order ToM.

Participant 2 wrote that he thought that red should be in the secret code of
the opponent, because his opponent always included red in a guess to make sure

that some colors were right. Although it cannot really be concluded from this
remark, this strongly points in the direction of the use of second order ToM. The
reasoning on which this remark is based is probably similar to the following:

\ly opponent does not want me to know anything about his secret
code (second order ToM). My opponent knows that if lie can choose

'sommige kleuren zijn goed' (some colors arc right) this desire is
fulfilled as much as possible, therefore he will include at least two
colors of his own secret code. Since red is always included in his
guesses. he might use this color to make sure that two colors are
right. It is therefore that red must be in his secret code.

In participant 2's iiiterpretation, if only one color would be right his opponent
would have to reveal three colors of his secret code. This is because there are
only seven colors to choose from, 'ccii' (a) and 'één' (one) both mean exactly
one, and no other expression to choose from can mean one. It is only mit ially
that participant 2 allows 'somnmige' to mean one.Apparently, participant 2
assumes his opponent to have this first order knowledge (if I do such and such,
then my ol)Pollent will know ...). This also indicates the use of second order
ToM.

Part icipant 4 wrote that he thought his opponent in the second session played

the game well, because he sometimes used 'een' (one) in cases where exactly two

held. It seems plausible that he assumed his opponent to know that by doing
so, lie was revealing little information. If so, lie attributed first order knowledge
to his opponent and thus had at least a second order theory of mind of his
opponent. However, it is unclear whether participant 4 applie(l his second order
ToM. because his own interpretation was very logical right from the start of
the second session and was not influenced by the productions or guesses of his
opponent. There were no other remarks that confirmed the application of second

order ToM for l)articipant 1. Participant 4 knew that his opponent studied
mathematics, which may have caused him to expect more logical productions
and thus may have led to a logical interpretation. In this case, the logical
interpretation would result froiii first order ToM use.

Participant 4 was using first order ToM. This is clear because lie wrote that
in choosing feedback sentences. he considered what his opponent already knew.
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In his first session, he also wrote that he did not make guesses in which only
one of the colors of his own secret code was included.

Participant 11 wrote that, he made a certain guess because he wanted to check
whether time guesses his opponent ma(le had anything to do with his opponent's
secret code. This could result from a second order thought like: 'he could be
guessing his own secret code, because he knows that I would not know that his
guess is his secret code. Participant 11 frequently used his own secret code
as a guess. Since his interpretation was very logical, this did not force him to
reveal much information. Since lie himself was aware that this thdnt reveal
much information, it could well be the case that he attributed this first order
knowledge to his opponent and thus was usimig second order ToM.

The renlainhmlg participants (3. 5. 6, 7. 8. 9. 10, 12) showed no sign of second
order ToM. All of thmeimi were using first order ToM though. because they all,
at least occasionally, tried to make things difficult for their opponent or tried
to reveal little information. None of the participants wrote down anything that
could point to a third or higher order theory of mind.

As part of an answer to the first question of questionnaire one participant
9 wrote: '1k lioud ook vrij weinig rekening met mijn eigeli code, dwz om delen
van mnijn code te onthullemi. Otn te winnen richit ik me op de te kraken code en
pro1'r niet niijn tegenstander te niisleiden.' (I also hardly consider my own
code, that i. to say to reveal parts of my code. To win I concentrate on the code
to be guessed and I do not try to mislead my opponent.) This demonstrates that
l)articiparlt 9 might have had some trouble usiig his first order theory of mind.

5.4 Behavior in choosing Feedback
As described earlier, depending on strategy and interpretation, two different
types of l)ehavior were expected. One for the players with a logical interpretation
and a strategy of being uninformative and one for the players who did not have
this combination. The behavior the logical, uninformative players can show as
o1)posed to the other players is for examl)lc favoring sentence 1 over sentence 2
in the situation where two colors are right, or favoring sentence 3 over sentence
4 when all colors are right.

1. Eén kleur is goed.

One color zs right.

2. Twee kleuren zijn gOe(l.

Two colors are right.

3. Somnmige kleuren zijn goed.

Some colors are right.

4 .Alle kleureii zijn goed.

All colors are right.

Table 5.6 shows whether or not participants showed this tYl)e of behavior,
and thus preferred less informative sentences over more informative sentences.
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Table 5.6: The preference for uninformative sentences.
This table indicates which participants preferred less informative sentences, also
see section 1.2. The numbers represent the part icipants. The numbers of the
participants who made a shift are iii italic in the row that represents the final
behavior.

I

I

l)referred less info
sentences

rmative did not prefer less informative
sentences

j initially 1, 3, 4 . 5 , 11 2, 6. 7, 8, 9, 10. 12
Lfinall' 1. 2. 3. 4. 5, 11 6. 7. 8. 9. 10, 12

Because most players did not have a strictly pragmatic or strictly logical
interpretation, the player's own interpretation could be used to evaluate whether
or not a less informative sentence was preferred over a more informative one.
For example, a participant could have the interpretation that de meeste (most)
can mean exactly three or exactly foizr and that drie (three) can only mean
exactly three. If this player chooses a sentence containing de meeste in a case
where exactly three colors are right, he could be said to prefer a less informative
sentence (containing de meeste) over a more informative one (containing three).
Using this definition would result in the same participants showing the behavior
and the same participants not showing the behavior in this experiment.

Cases where the vaguer term was used in its preferred interpretation were
not counted. Preferred interpretations were determined by determining what
percentage of the participants initially included a certain interpretation (Table
5.7). The interpretation included by iiiost participamits (in bold) was assumed
to l)(' the preferred interpretation. In case of 'sommige' both two and three were
countv(l as preferred interpretation, in f't, two or three' wa the most popular
initial interpret at ion of 'sommige'.

Some participants made mistakes in selecting feedback sentences, for exam—
pIe l)V choosing oiic' in case of no or 'all' in case of exactly three. Selections
were considered a mistake if the feedback was not in accordance with the par-
ticil)allts interpretation and this particular choice of feedback for this situation
(hi(l not o('cur coiiisistentlv. Participant 5, 7, 8, 9. and 11 each imiade one mistake,
Participant 6 made about one mistake every game. Sonic participants noticed
their opponent's mistake(s).

It was not found that players who ap)lied second order theory of mind, or
had a strategy of revealing little information, had a better chance of winning
the ganie.
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Table 5.7: Preferred Interpretation
Tue columns indicate possible meanings of a scalar term; '1' should be read as
exactly one. etc. The rows show what percentage of the participants of whom an
interpretation was available for a certain scalar term, included a certaimi meaning
for that scalar term. So of all participants who submitted an interpretation
of 'evil', evrryulie thought that '1' could mean exactly one and twentv-seveii
1)erc(Iit thought that '1' could also mean exactly three.
The boldfaced percentages indicate what interpretation is regarded as the pre-
ferred interpretation. For example, for 'ccii' this is exactly one and for 'sommige'
this is exactly two or exactly three. To determine the preferred interpretation,
the interpretations participants had at the start of the experiment were used.
The interpretation of the vast majority wacliosen as the preferred interpreta—
tioli.

0 1 2 3 4

geen 100 0 0 0 0

cc" 0 100 27 27 27
sonimnige 0 25 100 92 42
de ineeste 0 0 9.1 100 45
alle 0 () 0 0 100
1 0 100 9.1 9.1 0

2 0 0 100 18 18

3 0 0 0 100 0

4 0 0 0 0 100
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Chapter 6

Discussion

In the first section of this (hapter, the results described in the previous chapter
are compared to the hypotheses stated in chapter 3, and to the predictions
(les(ril)e(l in chapter 4. In section 6.2, the results found in the Master(s)Mind(s)—
exl)erilnent are compared to the results found by Feeiiev et al. [11], Kevsar et
a!. [20]. Papafragou and Musolino [30], and Noveck [29]. The final section of
this (ilapter is on ideas for future work. These ideas are ordered p hypothesis
to whichi they apply. In addition, a description of how cognitive modeling could
be used in future work is given.

6.1 Hypotheses, Predictions and Results
Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 stated that performiiig a task and simultaneously reflecting upon
this task call be seen as a form of dual tasking. This led to the prediction that
when playiiig Master(s)tnind(s), participants would start with a simple strat—
y. since they had to concentrate on the first task, which is playing the game

according to the rules. A sunlile strategy would lack the element of revealing
little information .As the J)arti(ipants got more experienced, they would have
more capacity left for the second task, developing a winning strategy, and thus
shift to a better strategy which contains revealing little information.

Looking at the data found in the experiment, some evidence can be found for
this hypothesis. Two participants changed their strategy of being informative
during the game. but only one of them to being less informative. The other
participant just tried to make things difficult for the opponent. However, this
participant had a fully praglilatic language use and thus no means of being less
informative, as explaiiied in section 4.2. In this case, trying to make things
difficult can therefore be seeii as a better strategy.

Six parti(ilxl!Its did not USC tile strategy of being uninformative at all. It
could be the case that they were still too much occupied with the first task. One
of thieiii iiiade a lot of mistakes which indeed points in this direction. Three of
thieixi each made one mistake. Of the participants who use(l the better strategy,
two participants made a mistake. Four of these six participants developed a
fully pragmatic language use, and thus were not able to reveal less information
lirough feedback sentence selection. The other two had a fairly pragmatic use.
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Half of the participa1ts almost immediately had a strategy of being mliii-
formative. This is not in accordance with the predictions. However, it could be

the case that the game was too easy for these parti('ipaiits. so that they could
imniediately do the second task as well. These participants made relatively few

errors, only two of them each made one mistake, both of them during the first
session. The participants with this advanced strategy had relatively much cx-

perielice in using computers and playing strategic games and knew relatively a
lot about logic. This background would certainly make the first task easier to
them.

One participant changed st egy from being uninformative to informative,

but this was because of social reasons.
Although the evidence for hypothesis 1 is far from convincing, there is no

reason to abandon the hypothesis because of this experiment.

Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 stated that in an uncooperative conversation, people will shift
their language use from pragmatic to less pragmatic. Thus, it was predicted
that while playing the game, the interpretation and production participants
used would become more logical and less pragmatic.

Only two participants developed a more logical language use. Six partici-

pants on the other hand developed a (somewhat) more pragmatic use. Based on
these data, hypothesis 2 should be abandoned. From table 5.1 on page 38 and
table .3.2 on page 39, it can be seen that interpretations that were iiot J)ragniatic

were used more frequently for the quantifiers than for the numbers. A puss ii le
explanation for this is that the numbers have the same pragmatic meaning in

any situation, wlicrea' the pragmatic interpretation of the quantifiers differs in
different situations. For example, when six colors would have been used, the
pragmatic meaning of 'soninhige' (some) would haven been exactly two or ex-

actly three iiistead of exactly two. For 'gee!!' and 'alle', there is only one meaning

that is truth—conditionally true, and thus the pragmatic meaning is the same as
the truth-conditional meaning. Although this explanation can account for the
partiiphiIits shifting to a more pragmatic interpretation, it does not explain the
behavior of participants shifting to a less pragmatic interpretatioll.

None of the people with a pragmatic use developed the strategy of being
uninformative. Thus, some people are still being informative in an uncoopera-

tive situation. For these people Grice's quantity maxim can be used to explain
their language use, even in an uncooperative situation. Most of these people
developed a more pragmatic use during the experiment.

It should be noted though, that six of the twelve participants eventually had

a fairly logical, or logical use of language. It would be iiiterestiflg to investigate
whether these participants also have such logical language use in daily life. It

seenis plalisiI)1' that the uncooperative situation influenced their language use.
All of the participants who eventually had a logical interpretation and pro—

(hiction. eventually had the strategy of being uninformative.
Without the strategy of being uninformative, logical production would not

be measurable, as explained in section 4.2, but logical interpretation would still

be measurable, since participants gave their interpretation of the feedback they
received. Thus, it can safely be concluded from the data that no participants
without the strategy of being uninformative., had a logical interpretation.
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On the other hand, being uninformative required a more logical use. The
only thing a l)articipallt with a pragmatic use could do to be less informative.
is to carefully choose his own guesses such that he did not have to say too
much about his own code. Iii choosing feedback sentences, he could not be less
informative, because according to his explanation this would imply lying (also
see section 4.2).

Being uninformative is only useful in uncooperative conversation. The par-
ticil)ants with a logical language use had the strategy of being uninformative,
and thus were aware of the uncooperative context. So. although hypothesis
2 does not hold, the situation of conversation being uncooperative may still
influence language use, at least for some people.

Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 stated that the pragmatic use of quantifiers is the result of an
automated pro'ss. which can be overruled by a deliberate reasoning process,
which would result iii a more logical use of the quantifiers.

Four l)e0l)1( started out with a fairly pragmatic use, which became more
pragmatic (luring time experiment (participants 6. 7, 9, and 12). Only one par-
ticipant started with a fully pragniatic use. To these people developing a more
pragmatic interpretation was a benefit, as long as their ol)ponent had the same
kind of pro(111tioml, because they would gain more information from a more
pragmatic interpretation than from a less pragmatic interpretation. These data
suggest that time pragmatic use is not a fully automated process in any situation.
Thus, hypothesis 3 should be abamidoned.

One participant shifted from a fairly pragmatic to a fairly logical use during
tIme experinment. This nmay have been the result of tIme behavior of his opponent,
who consistently selected the sentence 'een klcur is goed' (there is a right color).
This particilallt show that the pragmatic interpretation can be overruled.

One participant literally wrote down that he thought that 'een kleiir is goed'
was always true, but that he did not consider this a natural interpretation. It
seviti that this )articipant made the deliberate reasoning prores which resulted
in a more logical interpretation. even though he did not dare to use this in his
l)O( luctions.

The utterances l)arti(il)aJmtS wrote down about the interpretation of the
scalar terms indicate that deliberate reasoning about language use took place
(luring time experiment.

Again, it would be interesting to know whether the participants with a logical
use, have a more pragmatic use iii daily life. This certainly seenms plausible and
if so, they could be said to overrule this use. However, since they were doing
so from the start, it seems that they do not have to l)Ut a lot of effort into
overruling a pragimmat mc use.

Predicted stages
A difference between time predicted stages and time experimental results is that
partipaiits (10 hot show all the rea.Sonimmg possible an(1 useful with first order of
theory of nmind . Although all participammts used first order ToM, not all of them
considered time amount of information they were revealing.
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From the predicted stages, an asymmetry between product ion and interpre-

tat ion was expected. because more logical productions can result from first order

ToM use, whereas more logical interpretations result from second order ToM use.
Thus. a shift in productioii is expected to precede a shift in interpretatioll.

This would be particularly relevant for participant 5. since this participant
shifted to a more logical language use. However, this participants more logical

interpretatiomi preceded his more logical productions for been' (a). Participant
3 was playing against participant ii in his last session. Participant 11 almost

sold gave feedback sentences containing 'cen' (a). It seems that after parti(i-
pant 5 understood the way participant 11 was using 'een', and thus changed his

interl)retatiOll, he started using •eeii' in the same way. and thus changed his pro-
duction. Iii this case. the more logical interpretation did not result froni second
order ToM use, but from reasoning about the colors in the codes guessed, the
feedback received and the rules of the game. For example, when having used
all seven colors and only having received the feedback that a color was right in
each (ode, one caii infer that 'a color' cannot mean exactly one color.

Participant 5 allowed somrnige' some to mean exaetly one in production,
and not in interpretation. Here production may be preceding interpretation.
but it seems unlikely since this type of productions occurred from the start of
the experiment, and were not followed by siiiiilar interpretations.

Participant 3 and 9 changed their interpretation more than their production.
The other ParticiPiults showed symmetry iii production and interpretation, in-
cluding the participants who shifted to a more pragmatic language use.

All of the participants with a second order ToM showed a logical language

use. This is in line with the predictions. Not all participants who were using at
most first order ToM had a pragmatic misc, although six out of eight did. For
participant 3 this could be explained by assuming he was copying his opponent s
behavior. It might be the case that participant 3 was using a higher order ToM,
but this could not be measured because he did not write dowim any second
order thoughts. It could also lie the case that the logical use of participamit 3

results from experience and faniiliarity with logics, since he is a math student.
Participant 3 and 3 were using a strategy of revealing little information and had
a logical misc, just like the participants who showed signs of second order ToM.

Probably four participants started in stage 2. Of one of them it cannot be

concluded that he was using second order ToM. although this seems platisil)le.

A lot of participants did not show all characteristics of stage 1.
It does not seem that participants made transitions between the stages dur-

ing the experiment. Instead of developing themselves in the game, most of theni
got tired. The result that trained players did not outperform" novice players is
in line with this. The result that participants with more advanced strategies did

not have a significantly better chance of winning the game than players with
less advanced strategies could be because they also had to play against each

other.
It is clear that some participants were using second order theory of mind

amid complex skills and strategies as mimeutioned in the research (1llestiOn. How-

ever, it does not seem that they acquired any of these skills while repeatedly
la'imig the game \laster(s)\hind(s). They took the skills to the start of the
experiment. Though some transitions in language use and strategy took place,
niost participants were rather constant in their behavior.
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6.2 Comparison with other experimental results

Feeney et a!.
\Vhen having to judge whether infelicitous sentences containing some, such as
'Some elephants have trunks.' were either true or false, F'eney at al [11] found
that three participants (6.2%) gave pragmatic responses oni. twent —five (51%)
gave logical responses only and twenty—one (.13%) gave a mixture of pragmatic
and logical responses. In this example, the pragmatic response would be false
whereas the logical response would be true.

Iii the \Iaster(s)Mind(s)-experiinent only one participant (8.3%) was fully
)ragt11ati( in language use, one (8.3%) was fully logical, and ten participants
(3/) showed a mixture. During the experiment, three more participants (25%)
became fully pragmatic in their language use instead of using a mixture.

The number of people who might not be capable of a logical language use
is very low, and quite comparable in both experiments. However, the number
of people who had a fully logical language use is quite different. This may
be because of the different natures of the experiments, the fact that in the
\laster(s)Mind(s) experiment more scalar terms were used, or because of dif-
ferences between Eiiglisli and Dutch. When considering the people capable of
almost fully or fully logical language use in the Master(s)Mind(s)-experiment,
the numbers are far more alike: 51 % vs. 507€. Both experiments make it clear
that not all adults have to use pragmatic language use.

Feeney at al neither created a sit uation where language use would be coop-
erative nor where it would be uncooperative. In time Master(s)Mind(s) exper-
iinent, the conversation was meant to be uncooperative. Still, little djffet-eiice

found in the language use of participants in both experiments, and if any
it would be that participants were more pragmatic in their language use in the
\Ia.ster(s)Mind(s)—experiinent, as opposed to the predictions.

The assumption made in this study, that the pragmatic language use would
be overruled because of an uncooperative situation does not explain these data
well. Feeney et a!. do not specify under what conditions the overruling takes
place. ('learly, this is something future work should address.

Keysar et a!.
Keysar. Lhi and Barr [20] found that adults do not reliably use their first order
theory of mind to interpret the actions of others, nor to base their own actions
on (also see section 2.1). In the Ma.ster(s)\Iind(s)-experiment it was found
that although participants used first order ToM. they did not use all kinds of
reasoning possitle, and useful in this context, with a first order ToM.

Most participants were aware of the desire of their opponent to know their
secret code and wanted to make it as difficult as possible for the opponent to
get that knowledge. Most of them where ('ollSi(leriflg how their opponent would
interpret a certain feedback semitence. However, few participants considered
what informimat ion would be revealed or have to be revealed as a result of a
certain guess t hey made themselves. Apparently, participants were more aware
of information revealed by their language use than they were of information
revealed by their actions.

Participamits who used second order ToM did use all the reasoning patterns
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with first order ToM which were described above. Thus. they considered guesses

as well as sentences to be informative. In the experiments of Keysar et al., par-
ticipants had to produce descript ions or follow instructions in natural language.
Thus. the 1)articipatits also iiiade mistakes in their language use as a result of a
poor theory of mind use.

A comparison between the results of Keysar et al. and the results of the
Master(s)Miiid(s)-experiment is that iii both experiments sonic people did not
fully use their first order ToM to guide their actions A difference however is.
that in Master(s)Mind(s), the mistakes were not so much in language use. but
in aiiotlier aspect of the game.

Papafragou & Musolino, Noveck
In [30J, Papafragou and Musolino l)reselit results that indicate that adults re-
ject most (over 90 %) infelicitous sentences containing some instead of all, two
instead of three, or start instead of finish. Their experiment was in Greek. In
their ('xl)eriment, when adults were asked whether a puppet had 'answered well'
to a (luestion asking what happened in a story, they preferred the pragmatic in-
terpretation in over ninety percent of the cases. In [29]. Noveck presents similar
results for the English scale ( has to be, does not have to be, might be, cannot
be) and the French scale (C?ertains (Some), Tous (All) ).

Although the results from the Master(s)Mind(s)-experiment do not contra-
dict these results. they do suggest that not all adults would respond in the
same way to similar experiments. One participant in the Master(s)Mind(s)-
experiment never used a pragmatic interpretation or production, whereas an-
other participant always did so. Although the other l)articipatlts were in between
these extremes, there clearly was a group who most often had a logical language

use and a group who iiiost often had a pragmatic language use.
In a(l(lition. the Master(s)Mind(s) experiment indicates, just as the exper-

iment from Feeney et al. described above, that there is no clear point from
which people prefer a pragmatic interpretation. Feeney ci al. and Papafragou
& Musolino showed that children's performance in the pragmatic imlterl)retatiOli
of scalar tertiis. depends on the context. The \Iaster(s)Miimd(s)—experiflIeflt and
the experiment of Feeney et al. show, that under certain conditions, adults will
prefer a logical language use above a pragmilatic language use. More research
will be require(l to further specify these conditions, make it more clear how
many stages there are in scalar term interpretation, and get a better view of
imidividual differences.

6.3 Future Work

Hypothesis 1
In future work. more evidence for or against hypothesis 1 has to be found. To
exclude the possibility that the first task is just too hard or too easy for some par-
ticipants. the difficulty of this task needs to be varied. In the Ma.ster(s)\Iiiid(S)
experiment, there are several ways to do so.

The interface of the computer program could be made less user friendly. In
the current implementation, there is a window in the lower-left corner which
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always shows an instruction to the part ipa11t about what needs to be done
next. This could clearly reduce the cognitive load of the first task. There are
other instructions shown awe!!, (luring the game. Although some participants
would not be able to play the game without this he!p, for some participants this
may be an adjustments which just makes it a bit harder to concentrate on the
complex skills.

Another way to increase the (lifficulty of the game is to add time pressure.
This would give l)articipa!lts less littie to reason about the available informa-
tion, which is the first task, and thus leave even less time for the second task,
developing a strategy and reasoning front implicated meaning.

Difficulty could also be increased or reduced by changing the number of
positions iii the secret code and the number of colors to choose from. These
adaptat ions influence the difficulty of the reasoning about the codes, which is
part of the first task. However, as explained in section 4.1, using fewer positions
and colors has some (hsadvant ages.

An improvement in the experimental setul) should l)e umiade to better be able
to measure complex skills and strategies. As ha.s been mentioned before, partici-
pants with pragmatic language use had a disadvantage in strategy development.
A strong strategy for this game is to reveal little information, and participants
with pragmatic language use had less means of doing so than participants with
a logical language use. By including more expressions, such as for example niet
alIe (not all), the possibilities for pragmatic language users can be increased.
The pragmatic meaning of 'Not all colors are right.' would allow exactly two or
exactly three colors to be right, which is less informative than for ('xanlple the
pragmatic nieaning of 'Some colors are righit.. which is exactly two colors are
rig/ti. Thus, by including met alle, )ragluIat ic language users would be able to
be less inforimiative without lying. Still, more informative expressions would be
preferred accor(hillg to Grice's (uantity maxim. Expressions front other scales
could also be included, for examimple scalar terms meaning more than, over, at
most.

It might also be useful to increase the number of times that questions are
asked, such that time possible development of strategy and theory of mind use can
be measured mimore closely. The risk of this is boring participants by repeatedly
asking similar qUestiOns.

During the experinient, some participants got tired. Fatigue could be mea-
sured by determining physical nieasures. e.g. heart rate and blood pressure.
This way, it could be measured to what extent advanced cognitive skills suffer
front fatigue. which could be a measure for how much effort they require and
thus how well they are mastered.

Hypothesis 2
A weaker alternative for hypothesis 2 could be: In an uncooperative conversa-
twit, some people will s/tow less pragmatic language use (Not fully in accordance
with Gil cc quantity maxim). To test this hypothesis. it should be investigated
whether the operativeness of the situation has an influence on language use.
This could be done by observing the language use of the participants who had
a logical language use during the \laster(s)Mind(s)-experimnent, while they play
a fully cooperative game, in which a mutual goal has to be reached by two or
imiore l)lay('rs.
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If there is a difference in how pragmatic their language use is, this is some
evidence that the cooperativeness of the situation has an influence. If there is
no difference, this is evidence that the cooperativeness of the situation does not
have an influence. However, language use may also be strongly dependent on
the opponent/ partner and the knowledge both players have about each other.
Ideally, l)articipaIts should not know each other beforehand, so that they do
not know anything about the language use of the other l)liyer.

Apart from cooperativeness of the conversation, the influence of other as-
pects on language use should be tested such as: the order of the ToM reasoning
used by participants. the experience participants have in the use of logics, par-
ticipant's sensitivity to social aspects. There have already been studies investi-
gating the relation between age and language misc, for exaimiple [30].

Hypothesis 3
Although based on the Master(s)Miiid(s)-experiinent hypothesis 3 should be

rejected. Feeney et a!. have found evidence that the automated process which
results in pragmatic interpretation, can be overruled by a deliberate reasoning
process, resulting in logical interpretation for the English quantifier 'some'.

The people in the Master(s)Mind(s)—experiment who shifted to inure prag—
mnatic language use. only shifted the meaning of sornmnige' some from exactly
two or exactly three to exactly two or the meaning of 'de meeste' most from
exactly three or exactly four to exactly three. The fact that some people shifted
to a more pragmatic language use is the reason that from the Master(s)\limI(l(s)-
experiment, pragmatic language use cannot be said to be an automated process.
As described earlier, this might be because the pragmnat Ic meaning of quantifiers

depends on the situation.
There are two was to escape the conclusion that pragmatic language use is

not fully automated in the context of the Master(sY\Iind(s)-exl)eriflwnt. One

is to state that all participants who did not start with the interpretation that
'somnmige' can only mean exactly two were already overruling their pragmatic
interpretation, and that some participants stopped doing so during the game.
Time other is that in this version of Master(s)Mimid(s), the pragmatic meaning
of sonhmmge' is not strictly bound to exactly two, but that it can be exactly two
or exactly three as well.

Feeney et al. found no difference in reaction times between pragimiatic amid

logical responses for participants who gave both pragmatic and logical responses.
This is not quite in line with the theory that pragmatic responses have to be

overruled. It would mean that for some reason, these participants did not
have to overrule their pragmatic interpretation. The group of people that gave
both pragniatic and logical responses was quite large, 43. There may be
another reason for the participants who gave logical responses only, to have

longer reaction tinies.
To make it mxiore clear whether or not logical language use can on1y result

from overruling pragmatic language use, it would be interesting to let the l)1r-
ticipalits to the Master(s)Min(I(s) experiment do an experiment like the one
Feeney et al. have conducted. This could also be done for other scalar terms
than some. Such an experiment could reveal whether the participamits who had
a logical language use from the start still need to overrule their pragmatic lan-
guage use. If participants were to coniplete such an experiment before and after
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doing the Master(s)Mind(s)-experirnent, it could also be measured whether re-
action times decrease for people who have shifted to a more pragmatic use. If
so, this would indeed indicate automation. On the other hand, people who have
shifted to more logical use are expected to have increased reaction t itnes, since
they now have to overrule their automated interpretation process.

Cognitive Modeling
In addition to conducting more experiments. cognitive modeling could also be
used to find answers to the remaining questions. This could be particularly
helpful in determining what kind of reasoning processes, automated or deliber-
ate, are involved in using scalar terms and theory of mind reasoning. Also, it
could be investigate(l what paranieters. such as for example working memory
capacity. correlate with the use of a particular order of ToM reasoning and a
particular type of language use.

Modeling in ACT-R is taken as an example to explain this, for two reasons.
The first is ACT-Rs suitability for the task at hand. ACT-R is a cognitive
architecture in which a lot of attention has been paid to cognition and learning
miierlianisnis. which links up with the subject of cognitive skill acquisition very
well. At the same time, simple perceptual and motor actions required for the
described experiments can be modeled in ACT-R. There are also disadvantages
of using ACT-H, AC'T-R does not have aim advanced language module. Also, to
make a Lisp model of playing Master(s) Mind(s), which is required for cognitive
mo(leling in ACT—R, some siniplifications have to be imiade. Because the appli—
cations of two partiipmits interact through simple text files, it should not be
too difficult to model an environment without the graphical details. This will
be enough to study advanced cognition, but it will not enable detailed modeling
of the perceptual-motor part of the task, mior to determimine how the interface
of the conll)Ilter program affects performance. Creating a graphical version of
\laster(s)\lind(s) in Lisp is not straightforward. The second reason for choosing
ACT-R as aim example is the author's familiarity with this particular architec-
ture.

Aim (lal)orate t'Xl)lamnttiOfl of ACT—R and the ideas behind it can be found in
[1] .ACT-R is an architecture of cognition and can be thought of as a framework
for modeling all kinds of tasks involving cognition, that humans can do .AC T-
R consists of different modules. which correspond for example to the visual
system, the liaiids, miieiiiory. In addition, there are certain learning mechanisms
on the symbolic, as well as on the subsymbolic level. ACT-R is not elilbOdiCd,
it operates in a siniulated environment.

Automated reasoning processes are associated with procedural memory. In
ACT-H. procedural imiemilory is associated with the production rules. A pro-
ductiomi rule consists of a condition part, which should be matched for t lie pro-
duction rule to be able to 'fire', and an action part. which is executed if the
production rule fires. AC'T-R has a mechanism which selects production rules
based on their expected utility, if more than one production rule's conditions
are met. If pragtiiatic language use results front automated processes, it should
be possible to model this type of language use in ACT-R, using mainly the
product ion rule system.

Deliberate reasomung prosss on the other hand, are associated with declar-
ative memory. Declarative memory corresponds to the declarative module in
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ACT-fl. which contains chunks in which knowledge is stored. The declarative
module interacts with the production rules through the retrieval buffer, in which
a chunk can be stored such that it can be used by production rules. Production
rules can request a chunk with a particular feature to be l)laced in the retrieval
buffer. \Vhether or not such a request succeeds, depends on the activation of a
chunk .Ac tivation decays with time and is increased when the knowledge that
the chunk represents is 'used', for example when a chunk is used by a production
rule or when an object that the chunk represents is seen.

Another module of ACT-R that can be associated with deliberate reasoning
processes is the intentional module. This module interacts with the produc-
tion rules through the goal buffer. The goal buffer contains the current goal.
Depending on what the goal is, certain productions will or will not be able to
fire.

If deliberate reasoning processes are necessary for reaching expert level per-
formance in playing \Iaster(s)\Iind(s), this should be reflected in the ACT-R
niodel of this task. by extensive use of the intentional or declarative module.

ACT-R predicts activity in certain brain regions, when certain modules are
used. The production rules are associated with activation in the basal ganglia.
Use of declarative memory is associated with activation in time temporal cortex
and hippocamnpus. The brain region for the intentional module has not yet
beemi identified. The retrieval and goal buffer correspond respectively to the
ventrolateral and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. This wa. aIm ACT-R model
leads to predictions which can be tested using f\IRI scans.

AC' T-R is also capable of niodeling individual differences. This can be done
in several ways. One is to vary the value of certain parameters. The parameter
that is associated with working nieniorv capacity is W. There arc also param-
e'ters which influence how easily chunks are retrieved, how fast activation of
chunks decays, how much activation is increased. etc. It could be tried to model
the individual differences found in the \Iaster(s)\liII(l(s)-experiment, by varying
l)aFaIII('t ers.

Amiotlier way to model individual differences is to implement different strate-
gies by writing different production rules. A new strategy can also be learned
by the niodel. because there is a learning mechanism, called 'production cOnipi—
lation', whelm can combine two production rules into omie new rule under certain
circumstances. If a new production rule, that is created by production compi-
lation, is more efficient than the old rules, it will eventually get a higher utility.
based on sub symbolic learning, and will therefore eventually l)e 1)referred most
of time time. However, this will not result in deliberate reasoning proc'ss's.
Production-compilation transfers knowledge from the declarative to the proce-
dural memory, and corresponds to automation rather than reflection. It could
be the case that a new learning mechanism is needed to model reflection. Cogni-
tive modeling and cognitive psychology could both contribute to a theory about
such a mechanism.

In [27]. Misker and Anderson combined AC'T-R and Optiniality Theory.
There are no models of theory of mind reasoning in A('T-R yet.
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Chapter 7

Application of Theories

Iii this chapter, it is sliowii how modal epistennc logic can be used to describe
the reasoiling that participants used (luring the experiment, and how modal
(1)iSteIIiic logic can help to deterntiiie the order of ToM used. In addition, an
explanation is given of how weak bidirectional optimality theory can be applied
to the situation of playing Mast er(s)\hnd(s).

7.1 Modal Epistemic Logic
During the experiment, l)articipallt 1 Wrote iii an answer to a question that
iii making a guess, he considered that the guesses made by his opponent were
evasive froiii his opponen(s secret code, since he wanted to hide this code.
Participant 1 Vas a))lyiiig the knowledge that his opponent wanted to hide his
secret co(lc, in other words, that his opponent did not want him to know his
secret code. Let c denote the secret code of participant 1 's opponent, and let
participailt 1 and his oppuiieiit be denoted by agent 1 and agent 2 respectively.
If the operator D, is used for desire, just like K is used for knowledge, the fact
that participant 1 has this knowledge could be represented as follows in modal
el)ist('Iiii( Logic: K1 D2 —'K1c.

As explaine(l in section 2.2. the order of this knowledge can be found by
(ountuig the operators, as long as the agents are different and the first opera—
tor. which serves to indicate which agent has the knowledge, is left out. The
representation of the knowledge participant 1 has (as opposed to the represen-
tation of the fact that participant 1 has this knowledge) is: D2K1e. Now there
are two operators with different agents. of which the first is not the agent that
has the knowledge and thus it can be concluded that this knowledge is part
of a second order ToM. This can also be derived as follows: c is zeroth order
knowledge and is attributed to agent 1 by agent 2, thus agent 2 is attributed a
first order ToM. The kiiowledge of agent 1 that agent 2 has a first order ToM
is second order knowledge.

Participant 1 also wrote that lie trie(l to make guesses which did not resemble
his own code too much nor too little. Apparently, participant 1 applied the
knowledge that lie (lid not want his opponent to know his secret code. If c
now denotes participant 1 s sc(1ct code. this desire can be represented in modal
epistelnic logic as follows: D1 —K2r. Leaving out the first operator, and then



counting the operators left, it is found that this desire is part of a first order ToM.
This is indeed correct, because agent 1 is attributing zeroth order kiiowledge to
agent 2.

Modal (l)istemic logic provides a way to formalize the knowledge, desires and
intentions of the participants to the Mastei(s)Miiol(s)—experinient. hi addition,
it provides an easy way to determine what order of ToM is required to have
certain knowledge, desires or intentions.

7.2 Bidirectional Optimality Theory

Stages in development and in OT
Experiments by Noveck [29] and Papafragou and Iiisolino [30] have shown that
there are at least two stages in interpreting scalar terms. In the first stage,
children show a logical way of interpreting scalar ternis. They do not draw
I)ragmati(' inferences, like adults do. In the second stage. adults are sensitive to
pragmatic implicatures and have a pragmatic way of interpreting scalar ternis.
Feeney Ct al. [11] have presented sonic evidence for a third stage, in which
language use can be logical again.

In Optimality Theory, the first stage of development correspon(ls to using
unidirectional OT as optimization process. Unidirectional OT thus results in
logical language use. Once chilthen have learned to use bidirectional OT as
optililization strategy, language use is 1)ragmatic. In bidirectional OT, inter—
pretations are strengthened as a result of the application of knowledge about
the speakers alternatives and knowledge. Because superoptimnal forms get a
meaning as well, the meaning of the optimal forms becomes more specific. This
way, the form-nieaning pairs that pragmatic language use consists of, become
(super)optiinal. Pragmatic interpretations are a subset of truth-conditional in-
terpretations. It is not yet clear what optimization process is used hi the third
St age of development, that is to say if a third stage exists.

hi the Master(s)Mind(s)-experimnent, some participants started with or de-
veloped pragmatic language misc. Only one participant was very logical in his
language use. A lot of participants had a language use that was neither fully
logical nor fully pragmatic. It is not plausible that some of the participants
were not able to use bidirectional OT as optimization process. because they
were all adults. The participants that did not have a pragmatic language use
may have used a different optimization process than uni- or bidirectional OT.
Another way in which OT can explain individual differences is 1w assumning a
(lifference in constraint ranking. It could also be the case that some part icipants
were using marked forms with marked meanings, in other wor(ls. chose to use
stiperoptimal form-meaning pairs. However, this last option has a prollenm.

hi playing Mastei(s)\lind(s), logical and pragmatic language users would
sometimes choose the same form. Let us consider the quantifier scale. If the
current state of the world is that exactly one color is right, the best forimi to use
according to a particip;uit with pragmatic language use is 'een'. This is the form
a part i('ipant with logical language use would choose in this situation as well.
Iii fact, the logical language user would choose 'een' in all cases except when no
colors are right, because to him 'ccii' means at least one. If the logical optimum
amid the pragmatic optimum have the same form, but a different meaning, the
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logical opt ununi could never be superoptimal if the pragmatic optimum is opti-
ma!. since in the second round, all candidates with the same form are excluded.
Thus, weak bidirectional 01 by itself cannot account for participants using the
same form. but with a different meaning.

An OT analysis of language use in Master(s)Mind(s)
Since the interest of this stu(ly is iii the transition from the second stage of
development to a third stage, weak bidirectional 01 is used as the optimiza-
tion process in the analysis below. One constraint is formulated to model the
situation of i)layilIg Master(s) Mind(s), and the resulting optimal form-meaning
pairs are presented.

In playing \lastrr(s)Mind(s) there are five possible worlds: the world where
no colors are right, the world where exactly one color is right. etc. (The possibil-
ity of ho colors l)euig right, is included. In the experiment this was not possible,
since four different colors had to be chosen out of seven colors. Including this
possibility could correspond to the situation where there were eight colors to
choose from.) Meanings specify what worlds can be possible, for example 1'
for the world where exactly one color is right to be the possible, and '2' for the
world where exactly two colors are right to be possible.

The constraint needed is a general constraint, which demands that forms
have a meaning which is consistent with their truth—conditional meaning:

Truth-Conditional Meaning A form must be used with a meaning that is
(a subset of) the truth—conditional meaning of that form.

This constraint is violated whenever a form is used with a meaning that
is not (a subset of) its truth-conditional meaning. The effect is that form-
nieainng pairs such as (eeii, 0), and (alle, 2) are excluded. Table 7.1 lists the
truth-conditional meanings of the quantifiers, for the domain of playing Mas—
ter(s)\lind(s). Meanings for the numbers are similar, thus 'één' means at least
ohio'. etc.

Table 7.1: Truthi-conditiotial iiieafliflg for the quantifiers in the domain of play-
ing Master(s)Minol(s).

Quantifier: Truth-conditional meaning:
geeli none, thus 0
eeii at least 1, thus 1 or 2 or 3 or 4
somnhige at least 2, thus 2 or 3 or 4
de nieeste more than half, thus 3 or 4
alle all, thus 4

To illustrate the way in which weak bidirectional OT can be applied to the
situation of playiiig Master(s)Mind(s), a diagram (table 7.2) is used instead of
an OT tableau. This type of diagram was introduced by Blutner in [5], page

23. The first column shows the foruis from which participants could choose, the
first row shows the possible imicanings for these forms. Each cell below the first
row amid left to the first colunmn represents a form—meaning pair.
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An 'F' is used to indicate that a form-meaning pair violates the constraint
Truth-Conditional Meaning. This corresponds to the grey area in Blutiier's
diagram. After this constraint has been applied, it can be seen that (geen, 0).
(alle, 4) and, (een, 1) are optimal form-meaning pairs. This is because they are
the oniy candidates for 'geen' and '0', 'alle', and '1', respectively. The optimal
form meaning pairs are indicated in the (liagram with 'I'.

For the second round, all candidates with the same form or the same meaning
as one of the optimal form-meaning pairs are excluded, because they are blocked
l)v the optimal pairs. 'B' is used in the diagram to indicate which form—meaning
pairs are blocked. 'II' is used to indicate the superoptimal form-meaning pairs.

In the second round, (sommige, 2) is superoptinial. because it is the only
candidate left for the meaning 2'. (de meeste. 3) is superoptimnal as well, because
this is the only candidate for the forum 'de meeste'. This causes (somumuige, 3) to
be blocked after the second round, which is indicated in the diagram by B2.

Table 7.2: Diagram which illustrates the application of weak bidirectional OT to
the game Master(s)Mind(s) for the quantifier scale. Forms are listed vertically
and meanings are listed horizontally. The cells indicate form-meaning pairs.
'F' means that a form-meaning pair violates the constraint Truth-Conditional
\leaning. 'B' means 'blocked'. 'I' means optimal and 'IF ineauis superoptimal.

0 1 2 3 4

geen I F F F F
een F I B B B

sommige F F II B2 B

de meeste F F F II B

alle F F F F I

The (liagramn in table 7.3 is similar to the one in table 7.2. This (hagrain
shows the results for the number scale in the game Master(s)\liuid(s).

Table 7.3: Diagram which illustrates the application of weak bidirectional OT
to the game Master(s)\liuid(s) for the number scale. Forms are listed vertically
and nieanings are listed horizontally. The cells indicate form-meaning pairs.
'F means that a form-meaning pair violates the constraint Truth-Conditional
\Ieauuiiug. 'B' means 'blocked'. '1 means optimal and 'II' means superoptimal.

0 1 2 3 4

één F I B B B

twee F F II B2 B

drie F F F II B

vier F F F F I
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hi the expermi(nt. the two scales (quantifiers and numbers) were in compe-
tition with each other. This competition is not yet modeled in OT. Participants
did not consistently Prefer one scale above the other. The choice of scale may
(lepen(l on factors that are not linguistic.

It can be seen from table 7.2 and 7.3 that the optimal and superoptimal
furimi-miieaning pairs are tIme form-meaning pairs that pragmatic language use
consists of. \Vliich of these forni-ineaning pairs was chosemi by a participant
depended on the situation (e.g., how many colors were correct) and the game
rule that lying was not allowed. The meaning of the form used had to contain
the current state of time world.

Although not necessary for the above analysis, some additional constraints
niav be useful in future work. Sonic ideas considering such additional constraints
are l)r(s('nte(l below.

It is not straightforward to capture Grice's quantity maxim in OT. Remeni-
ber that constraints can oniy prohibit or demand something. the should not
conipare different candidates, since this should be done by Eval. Comparing
different candidates' informativeness is exactly the way an optimum is found
according to Grice's qualitity maxim. The quantity maxim states that speakers
should be as informative as possible. For the quantifier scale in the domain of
playing Master(s)\liiid(s). this can be captured in the following constraints:

Not 'een' Do not use 'ecu'.

Not 'sominige' Do not use somnmnige'.

Not 'de meeste' Do not use 'de meeste.

If these constraiiits are ordered in the way they are presented above, they
have the effect that more informative terms are preferred above less informative
ternis. They would result in vertical arrows in the diagram from one cell to a cell
that represents a (smiper)optimal form-meaning pair, indicating preferences. An
explanation of the meaning of these arrows can be found in [5]. These constraints
are inspire(l by the quantitative measure for relevance that Van Rooy provides
in [36]. This measure can be seen as a measure for informativeness. In the
context of time Master(s)Mil1(i(s)-eXperimnelit, this measure results in the scale
(geen/ alle, de mreste. sommnige, ('elm), which is ordered from most informative
to least informative.

The following constraint is from the perspective of the hearer:

Unique meaning A form has a meaning which includes only one possible
world.

This constraint correSl)On(ls to horizontal arrows in the diagram. Once a
formn—meaiiing pair, or several form—meaning pairs are (super)optimal, this comi—
straint is violated by all foriim-mmmeaniiig pairs that have the same form and a
different Immeaning. This has tIme effect that, for example, the meaning exactly
one will be preferred over the nieamming exactly one or exactly two.
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Comparison of the analysis and the data
The analysis presented above, cannot explain the logical language use that par-
ticipaiits displayed during the experiment. However, it can explain the prag—
Inatic language use of some participants and the shift to more pragmatic lan-
guage use that some participants made.

From table 5.1 oil page 38, it can be seeii that participants 6. 7, 9, and 12
first used )Inmige' with the meaning exactly two or exactly three and later on
with the iticamug exactly two. This could be because the form-meaning pair
(sommige, 3) is blocked only after the second round of weak bidirectional OT,
and these participants needed some practice to use this blocking effect in their
uiterpretatiull. \Vlieii looking at the quantifier 'de meeste' it can be seen that
participants 6, 7, and 9 had the interpretation that 'de meeste' means exactly
three from the start (participant 12 did not use 'de meeste). This interpretation
is found in the second round and does not depend oii blocking effects which occur
after the second round. The same holds for the pragmatic interpretation of the
other quantifiers and these participants med these pragmatic interpretations
from the start.

Givcii these results, it may be the case that weak bidirectional optimization
up to two rounds is fully automated in the context using the quantifier scale
while playing Master(s)Mind(s), whereas higher rounds of weak bidirectional
optimization are not. For the number scale, similar effects were not found. As
described before, the use of this scale is less context dependent and therefore
l)ragrlmatic use of numbers may be fully automated in the comitext of playing
Mmster(s)hiiid(s).

If the shift to more pragmatic language me indeed occurs because part ici-
l)azlts still have to learn to use the blocking effects that occur alter the second
round of weak bidirectional optimization. this is some evidence for h pot hesis 1,
which stated that playing time game Master(s)Mind(s) and reflecting upon this,
is a form of dual tasking. An explanation for the shift could be that only after
the game is mastered well enough, there is enough capacity left to use higher
rounds of weak bidirectional optimization.

TIme presented OT analysis cannot explain logical language use in a l)Ossil)le
third stage. Logical language use in the first stage can be explaiile(l a being
the result of a different optimization strategy. When usimig unidirectional opt i-
Illization, 110 I)locking effects occur and all the form mneaniilg-pairs that do not
violate Truth—(onditional—Meaning are optimal. This results in logical language
use.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

To investigate to what extent peOl)le acquire and use complex skills and strate-
gies in the domains of reasoning about others and language use, an experiment
wa'conducted in winch participants played Master(s)Mind(s) repeatedly, to al-
low for (levelopinent. Twelve participants took part in the experiment, of whom
miie COIl ipleted two 5e55i0115.

It was found that some part iciparits used tire complex skill of second or-
der theory of mind reasoning from the domain reasoning about others. In the
domain of language use, some participants used the complex skills of drawing
)ragn1atir inferences aird others used the skill of logical language use. In addi-
tion, some l)eople ilse(l the strategy of considering tire amount of information to
be revealed as a result of the guesses they made. It can thus be concluded that
some participants used complex skills and strategies in the domains of reasoning
about others and language rise, while playing Master(s)\lind(s). There clearly
were individual differences: Some participants did not seem to use complex skills
arid strategies.

It was not found that participants acqUire(l complex skills and strategies
while playing Master(s)Mind(s). The participants who made use of such skills
and strategies already did so very soon in the experiment, when it was first mnea-
sured. Sonic development was seen, but overall development was very limited.

Hypothesis 1 stated that performing a task and simultaneously reflecting
u1J)01i this task is a form of dual-tasking. It could be the case that playing
Master(s)\liiid(s) can be seen a.s a dual-ta.sking situation, where the first task is
to play the gauire according to its rules and to reason based on truth—conditional
meaning, arid the second task is to develop a strategy based on ToM reasoning
arid reasoning fromir implicated meaning Although no convincing evidence was
found for this hypothesis (hypothesis 1), rio convincing evidence was found
against it either.

Hypothesis 2 stated that in an uncooperative situation, people will shift
their interpretation and I)rolti(t)1i of quantifiers from pragmatic (using Grices
quantity maxiiii) to less pragmatic (not using Grice's quantity maxim) .Nouie
of the l);rrti(iI)aults developed a mnrore logical language use in the uncooperative
context of playing \laster(s)Miiid(s), in the way that was meant in hypothesis
2. Some part icipamlts did use logical language use though, but they did so from
the start. The same holds for second order ToM reasoning. It can therefore
be concluded that complex skills cami be transferred from other domains to the
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domain of playing Master(s)\Iiiid(s).
Hypothesis 3 stated that in interpreting aiid producing quantifiers, people

make use of an automatic process, which results in a pragmatic use of the
(1mtautifier. and that this automated process can be 'overruled' by a deliberate
reasoning pro(ess, which results in a logical use of the quantifier. It is clear that
not all adults have to use pragmatic language use all of the time. They can
choose to use more logical language use. The experiment does not make clear
whether or miot this is the result of an automated process being overruled by
a deliberate reasoning process. From the experiment, it seenis that pragmatic
language use is not automated for all people, since some participants developed
pragmatic language use while rvl)eate(lly playing Ma.ster(s)Min(l(s). However.
there are two ways to escape this conclusion, as described in section 6.3. One
is to state that some participants were already overruling their pragmatic inter-
pretation at the start of the experiment, and some l)articiPants stopped doing
so during the experiment. The other is to state that the pragmatic nleaning of
'sommige' can be either exactly two or exactly two or exactly three.
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Appendix A

Master(s)Mind(s)
Implementation

In this appeiulix the general i(lea and soiiie of the details of the implementation
of Master(s)\Ii!I(1(s) in Kylix are explained. The first part exl)lains how it was
achieve(1 that players could play the game head to head via a network. The
SV(OI1(l part colitailis a description of the screens that were used. The third part
contains two examples of how screens were updated while playing the game.
In the first of these eXanhl)les, the way the two applications communicated is
illustrated as well.

Design
The ifl1J)l(I1I(IItat ion of Master(s)\Iind(s) enabled players to play against each
other. This was achieved by having the code for l)liY(r 1 and the code for player
2 iii the same proit. The resulting application wa.s then run on two connected
colliput ers. one for each player.

A 1)0ol('tI1 was used to register whether the application was used for play'r 1,
winch was the player who could make a guess in the 0(1(1 rounds, or for player 2,
who made a guess in the even rounds. Dependent on the value of this l)oolean,
different parts of if-loops were executed.

The two running applications communicated with each other through text
files. One file was used to which player 1 wrote data, and from which player 2
read data, and one file was used to which player 2 wrote data and from which
player 1 read data. In addition, there was a third file to which both players
wrote data. In this file, the relevant data of the experiment were collected.

To syllchlroni/A' the two applications, not only data considering the game,
but also a nuniher, which corresponded to what phase of the game a player was
jfl •5 written to the players file. For example, after player 1 had made a guess,
his 1)h1as( was increase(I from 1 to 2. This way, the application of player 2 could
read from player l's file whether or not player 1 was already done guessing.
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Screens

The application consisted of fourteen screens in total. The first screen that was
showii was the main screen, in which the experilllellter could submit relevant
data such as the name of the player, how often the player had played the game
before, whether questions should be asked during the game, whether the player
should start guessing, and what files to use.

The actual game started with a screen that enabled the players to choose
a secret code. hi this screen a palette with seven colors was shiowzi to choose
from, which consisted of a panel with shapes. and an instruction was given on
how to choose a secret code. if the player chose a code that was not allowed,
there was a screen to point this out and to give an extra instruction.

Then the most important screen, the overview screen was shown (see fig-
ure A.1 on page 72). This screen provided three overviews. Leftmost was an
overview of codes guessed by the player. and the feedback received and given
about these codes. The overview was a panel, with l)allels for each turn in
which the player could guess. In the middle of these smaller panels were four
shapes (circles) to represent a code. On the left and on the right were labels, on
which the feedback seimterices were represented. Under this overview was a color
l)alette, which tIme player could use to guess a code. Colors from this palette
could be dragge(l to shapes in the overview A lighter color was used to indicate
the present turn.

In the middle there was a similar overview of the codes guessed by the
players opponent. Liiderneatli this overview was the secret code the player had
chosen. The rightmost overview was an overview of available feedback sentences.
This overview consisted of a histbox. \Vhen enabled, the overview of feedback
sentences could be used to select and submit feedback sentences. If the player
had choseim incomplete feedback, there was a screen shown which pointed this
out and gave aim extra instruction. In time lower right corner was an instruction
window, which provided an instruction on what the l)lay(r should do next.

A tab-sheet with hidden tabs was used such that players could also evaluate
a code (sheet 2), and give their interpretation of feedback sentences (sheet 3)
iii the overview screen. Dependent on the phase of the game, different sheets
were shmosvn and hidden. The rightmost overview with feedback sentences and
the instruction window renmained visible all of the t imne.

On the evaluation sheet (see figure A.2 on page 73), tIme ('ode guessed and the
players owim secret code were showmm. Underneath was a square with four small
circles, consisting of a groupbox with four shapes, that the player could use to
submit his evaluation. This could be done by dragging colors from a palette
below. Time screen also had an instruction on how to evaluate the guesse(l code.
If the evaluation given was incorrect, a screen was shown that explained what
the correct evaluation was.

On the interpretation sheet (see figure A.3 on page 71). the feedback sen-
temmces a player received were shown on top. Below was an instructiomm on how
to submit time interpretation. This could be done by dragging colors to a square
with four circles, similar to in time evaluation screen. By submitting all of time
evaluations the player thought to be possible, the interpretation could be sub-
mnitted. Next to the l)art where evaluations could l)e sul)nlitte(l, was an overview
of the evaluations submitted so far. This overview consisted of a pammel with
twelve (hiddemm) groupboxes. Only as nianv groupboxes as there were evalua-
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tions submitted were visible. From this overview, evaluations could be deleted
via a l)p-I1l) menu. There was a special button the player could press when
done, thus different froiii the button for submitting an evaluation. If this but-
ton was presse(l while no evaluations were submitted at all, a screen was shown
which asked whether the play('r was sure that he thought no evaluations to be
possible. If a player tried to submit an evaluation that was already submitted a
iiiessage was shown, as well as wheii a player tried to submit more than twelve
evaluations.

Two screens were used to ask players questions during the game. One for a
(luestioll on why the player guessed a particular code, and one on why a player
gave ('ertaill feedback selItell(es. These screens had a large textbox in which the
answer could be submitted.

Three screelis were used to indicate the end of the game. One for the case
that the player had won the game, one for if he had lost, and a third one for
the case where the inaxiniuni nmnber of turns had been played.

Button-presses were often used to call a procedure which took care of the
pro'eeding of the game. hi these procedures data were written to the data
collection file and the file of the player, data were read from the ifie of the
opponent and further screens were initiated.
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Updating Screens
To be able to update the overview screen of guesse(1 codes, a two dimensional
array was use(l. which contained all shapes that were used to represent codes.
The number of the round in which the code was guessed, which was the same
as the number of the panel that the shapes were on, and the place of time shape
in the code were used to refer to a shape. A shape was white until it was
changed into a color that correspon(le(t to a color iii a code guessed. Another
two dimensional array was used which contained all labels that were used to
show representations of feedback.

II' player 1 guessed a code, the values of the corresponding shapes in the
array were 11I)(lated, as a result of dragging over colors from shapes on a color
palette. This was (lone through events. To update the overview screen of player
2, tIme guessed code, which was read from the file that player 1 wrote to, was
used, as can be seen in the listing below. The array geradenCode contains the
guess made by player 1. shapelijst is the array with shapes.

if (not isSpelerl) and spelerlRaadt then begin

II lezen van door speler 1 geraden code

repeat

Application. ProcessMessages;

Reset(filel);

Readln(filel, temp);

Readln(filel, anderFase);

CloseFile(filel);

until(anderFase = '2');
geradenCode : StringloKleurlijst(temp);

II geraden code in lijst van alle geraden codes zetten

for i : 1 to 4 do

begin

shapelijst[beurtnummer, i] . Color := geradenCode[iJ;

This listing also illustrates the use of the boolean isSpelerl, which was
11('(l to represent whether a player was 1)layer 1, and the boolean spelerlRaadt,
whichi represented whether it was play('r l's turn to make a guess. In addition,
it can be seezi how different phases ('fase') were used to synchronize the two
appli('atiolis After player 1 had written his guess to fuel, lie increased his
phase from 1 to 2. The iiew phase was also written in filel. which enabled the
application of player 2. to 'know' that player 1 had written his guess to fuel.
The statement Application. ProcessMessages, was used to make the screen
of player 2 look good, while his application was waiting for the guess of player
1. TIme updating of the labels for feedback was done in a similar way.

Below, a secomi example is given of how some of the screens where updated

while the game was being played. This example is about the screen that was
used to enable a l)lar to subniit an interpret at ion.

hi the sheet that was used to enable a player to submit his interpretation
of received feedback sentences. time )lay('r wa,s given an overview of the possible
worlds! I)Ossih)1(' evaluations siihmiiitted SO far. This was (lone in a way similar to
tIme overview of codes guessed. but in this overview only evaluations submitted



became visible. Thus, there were no ('InI)tv evaluations visible, as opl)ose(l to
the empty shapes in the overview of codes.

The procedure btnToevoegenClick, which is partly listed below, adds sub-
initted possible evaluations to a list of possible evaluations: lstMogelijkheden.
This pro('e(lure is called after the player has 'pressed' the submit button. Af-
ter the list has been updated, the procedure Toonmogelijkheden (page 77) is
called. whichi updates the overview of submitted possible evaluations.

In btnToevoegenClick, the possible evaluation is first stored iii a list called
evaluatie. The l)roperties plaatsl .Color, plaats2.Color etc.. correspon(l to
colors of shapes in the screen, that the player has given a color (black or white)
by dragging over colors from a color palette. This was handled by events. Tlieii.

the pro('edure NieuweEvaluatie is ('ailed, which checks if this evaluation, or an
equivalent one is not already submitted by the player. If the evaluation is new,
it is added to lstMogelijkheden.

The procedure Toonl1ogelijkheden makes use of a list of shapes, in which
shapes are represented by the number of the groupbox they appear in and their

position in that groupbox. A groupbox contains four shapes, which together
furiii a possil)Ie evaluat loll . After t lie shapes have got the right color, the group—
box is made visible. AU groupboxes appear on a panel which is the overview.

procedure TOverzicht .btnToevoegenClick(Sender: TObject);
{Voegt nieuwe evaluatie toe aan de lijst met evaluaties, laat

mogelijke evaluaties opnieuw tonen.

}

var
evaluatie: Tkleurlijst; Illijst van de vier ingevoerde kleuren

begin

//inlezen ingevoerde evaluatie

evaluatie[11 : plaatsl.Color;
evaluatie[2] : plaats2.Color;
evaluatie[31 : plaats3.Color;
evaluatie[4] := plaats4.Color;

//het toevoegen van de evaluatie aan de mogelijkheden mits deze

//nieuw is (max 12 evaluaties)

if NieuweEvaluatie(evaluatie) then

begin

if Length(lstMogelijkheden) < 12 then

begin

SetLength(lstMogelijkheden, Length(lstMogelijkheden) + 1);
lstMogelijkheden[Length(lstMogelijkheden) - 1] := evaluatie;
ToonMoge lij kheden;

end else

begin
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procedure TOverzicht .ToonMogelijkheden;

{Toont de ingevoerde mogelijke evaluaties.

}

//maximaal aantal in te voeren mogelijke evaluaties

const maxNuxnEval = 12;
var i; integer;
begin

for i : 0 to Min(maxNumEval, Length(lstMogelijkheden)) — 1 do

begin

aShapes[i,1] .Color := lstMogelijkheden[i,11;
aShapes[i ,2] .Color : lstMogelijkheden[i ,2];
aShapes[i,3] .Color lstMogelijkheden[i,3];

aShapes[i ,4] .Color : lstMogelijkheden[i ,4];

aGroupBox[i].Visible : True;
end;

end;

The pro(e(llIr(' mnVerwijderenClick was used to delete a possible evaluation
from the list of 1)ossihilities, after a player had selecte(l this evaluation from the
overview, to be removed. One groupbox is made invisible in this procedure,
because the iiumber of possiiie evaluations is decreased h one.

procedure TOverzicht .mnVerwijderenClick(Sender: TObject);
{Zorgt voor het verwijderen van een groupbox uit het overzicht van
mogelijke evaluaties.

begin

lstMogelijkheden : = VerwijderTkleurlijst(lstMogelijkheden,
(Sender as TMenultem).tag);

lstZwartWit : VerwijderTaantal(lstZwartWit,
(Sender as TMenultem).tag);

//het verbergen van de laatst getoonde groupbox, omdat er een

//verwijderd is
aGroupBox[Length(lStMogelijkhedefl)] .Visible := False;
ToonMogel ijkheden;

end;
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Appendix B

Feedback sentences

B.1 In Dutch
Kicur:

1. Eén kleur is gocd.

2. Twcc kicuren ziju goed.

3. Dric kleureii zijn goed.

4. \icr kicuren zijfl goed.

3. Ecu kicur is goei.

6. Sonimige kleuren zijn goed.

7. De ineeste klcureii Zijil goe(I.

8. _\.llc kleureii zijii goed.

Plaats:

9. Eén kicur staat op de goede 1)laats.

10. Twcc kicuren staan op de goe(Ie plaats.

11. Drie kleuren staahl op dc goede p1aat.

12. Vicr klcurcii staan op de goede plaats.

13. Go ii kleur staat op de goe(le plaats.

14. Ecu kicur staat op de goede 1)laats.

13. Sounniige kleuren staaui op dc goede plaats.

16. Dc uuiccstc kicuren staau op dc goede I)laatS.

17. Alic klcurcui staan op dc goede plaats.
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B.2 In English
Color:

1. One color is right.

2. Two colors are right.

3. Three colors are right.

4. Four colors are right.

.5. There is a right color.

6. Some colors are right.

Most colors are right.

8. All colors are right.

Place:

9. One color is in the right place.

10. Two colors are in the right place.

11. Three colors are in the right place.

12. Four colors are in the right place.

13 .N o colors are in the right place.

14. There is a color which is in the right place.

13. Some colors are iii the right place.

16. Most colors are in the right place.

1. All colors are in the right place.
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Appendix C

Instruction

Het spel

doe!
Je gaat zu nicteen via (IC computer cen spel spelen tegen ccii tegenspeler. Het
doe! van dit spel is de eerste te zijn, die de gelicinic code van zijn tegenspeler
correct raadt. Dc code bestaat uit vier verschillende k!curen, die gekozen zijii
uit zeven kleuren. Je kunt achter de code proberen te koinen door te raden.

een code raden
Beide spelers kiezen cell gelieiine code. \crvo!geiis niag e!ke beurt een speler
raden xiaar de geheime code van de ander. Spe!er 1 begint hierniee. Een code
die je raadt moet bestaan uit vier vcrscliil!cnde kleuren en je kunt kiezen uit de
zevdn k!euren die bcschikbaar zijii voor het sanienstellen van een gelieime code.

evaluatie in zwart en wit geven
Nadat ccii code geraden is, wordt deze code door beide spe!ers geëvalueerd ten
o1)zichtc van hun eigcli geheime code. Deze evaluatie is xiiet zichtbaar voor de
andere speler en bestaat uit het ;iangcveii van hoeveel kleuren er gocd zijn en
op de goede 1)Iaats staaii en hoevee! kleuren er goed zijn, maar op de verkeerde
p!aats staan. Hiervoor wordt gebruikt gcinaakt van de kleuren zwart cii wit.
Zwart geeft aan dat ccii kicur goed is en 01) de goede p!aats si aat. wit geeft aan
dat ccii kicur goed is. inaar niet op de goede p!aats staat.

feedbackzinnen versturen
Nadat ccii evaluatie is ingevoerd is bet tijd oin feedback aan je tegenspeler tc
geven over (Ic gcradcn (o(lc. Dit doe je als je tegenspeler PPII (Ode heeft geraden
cii ook als je zc!f ccii code hebt gcradcn. Dc feedback bcstaat uit twee zinneii die
jitfurniatic gcvcii over hoc goed (Ic gcraden code Iijkt op jouw geheime code. A!s
jc zclf ccii pogmg doct oin de code van je tegenspe!er te raderi. moet je dus ook
iets zeggen over hoe gOe(I deze poging is ten opzichte van jouw eigen geheinie
code. Dc fccdbackzitincii kuniieii worden gekozen uit ccii !ijst. Eéii zin moet
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gaan over kleur en één over plaats. Dc feedbackzinnen niocten waar zijn. Het
is niet toegestaan je tegenspeler te niisleiden door onware zinnen te sciecteren.

interpretatie van feedback geven
Als je feedbackzinncn het)t gekregen van je tegenstander (ofwe! over de door
jouw geraden code, ofwel over de door hem! haar geraden code) geefje aan hoe
jij deze feedbackzinnen interpreteert. Je tegenspeler koint niets te weten over
jouw interpretatle. Je kunt jouw interpretatie geven door aan te geven welke
evaluaties (in termen van zwart en wit) volgens jou inogelijk zijn, gegeven de
feedbackziiiiieii. Een evaluatie geeft dus aan hoeveel Ideuren er goed zijn en op
de goede plaats staan en hoeveel kleuren er goed zijn, maar 0 de verkeerde
plaats staan. Bijvoorbeeld. je krijgt van je tegeIis)vler de zin:

Niet alle kleureii staan op de goede p1aat.

Xis jij vindt dat bet, gegeven deze zin. niet zo kan zijn dat alle kleuren op
de goede plants staai, daii voer je geeii evaluatie ill met vier keer zwart. Xis jij
vindt dat, gegeven deze zin, liet zo zou kuiinen zijn dat er twee kleuren goed zijn
en op de goede plaats staan, dan vu! je twee keer zwart als znogelijke evaluatie
in. Het is van belang dat je alle evaluaties invoert (lie volgens jou inogelijk zijn.
Neemn daar rustig de tijd voor.

Xis beide spelers hun interpretatie van de feedback hebben ingevuid is de
beurt ten einde en mag de speler die net niet heeft geraden ccii poging doen de
code van de andere speler te radeji.

spelverloop
Het verloop van liet spel is dus als volgt:

1. Beide spelers kiezen een geheime code.

Ronde 1:

2. Speler 1 doct een poging de geheime code van speler 2 correct te
raden.

3. Beide spelers evalueren de door 1 geraden code ten opzichte vaii hun
geheune code.

4. Beide spelers sturen feedback naar de andere speler.

3. Beide spelers geven liumi interpretatie van de gekregen feedback.

Ronde 2:

6. Speler 2 doet een poging de geheiine code van speler 1 correct te
raden.

7. etc.
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einde van het spel
Als na ieder acht keer raden geen van de spelers cnn geslaagd is de geheirne
code van de ander correct te raden is het spel ten einde en is er geen winnaar.
Als ecu vaii de spelers de geheinie code van de ander correct raadt is bet spel
ten einde en is (legdne die de code correct heeft geraden de winnaar.

Het computerprogramma
Om dit spy! te kuniicn spelen maak je gebruik van eon compliterprogramma.
Het programnia geeft aim wat je moet doen en hoe je dat kunt doen. Als je
jets iiiet nieteen goe(l doet geeft liet programiiia dat aan. Er versclnjnt dan eon
extra scheriupie met inforinatie. (tat je kunt sluiten. Daariia kun je het dan nog
(CiiS p101)erPIi.

Soins kan liet lijken alsof liet prograinina niet reageert. Dit is zo omdat je
soms eVe!! 0 je tegenspeler moct wacliten. Het heeft dan geen zin oin her-
liaal(Ielijk op knoppen te drukken. Er verschijnt vanzelf con nieuwe instructie
of ecu nieuw venster als je tegenspeler weer even ver is als jij.

Nadat je ccii geheiiiie code hebt gekozen zie je bet overzichtsscherm. Hier
vind je drie ovcrzichten.

links ccii overzicht van de door jon geraden codeS, de feedback die je daarover
gegeven hebt en de feedback die je daarover gekregen hebt,

in het midden een overzicht van de door jouw tegenspeler geraden codes, de
feedback die je daarover gegeven heht en de feedback die je daarover gekre—
gen Iieht,

rechts het overzicht van fccdbackziunen waaruit je kunt kiezen.

Reclitsoiider is ccii vakje waarin staat wat je op dat moment moet doezi.
In het linker of in het niiddelstc overzicht gceft ccii lichter gekleurd balkje aan
welke code is geraden in de huidige beurt. Hicraan kun je zien welke code je
zIloet gebruiken your bet evalueren en feedback geven.

Dc instructies zijn elke rondc waarin jij raadt en elke ronde waarin iii niet
raadt hetze!fde. Het is dus niet nodig oni steeds alles door te lezen als je nog
weet hoe hct werkt. Het programnia wijst zich verder redelijk vanzelf. Xis je
vragen hebt over hoe liet prograinma werkt kun je die tussentijds aan Lisette
stellcii.
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Appendix D

Questionnaires

Vragenlijst 1
Deze vragenlijst is om in te vullen direct na het eerste dagdeel waarin je het
siwl gespeeld hebt.

(die je tij(Iells het spel gehruikt hebt)

1. \Vaar Iet je op l)iJ liet raden van ecu code?

2. \Vaar let je op als je feedbackzinnen uitkiest?

3. Vind je dat je tegenstander dit spel shuii speelt. waarom (nict)?



Vragenlijst 3
Dew vragen1ijst is om in t( vullen nadat je twee dagdelen het spel hebt gespeeld.

Naain:
(die je voor liet spel hebt gebruikt)

Geboortedatum:

1. \Velkc studie doe je/ heb je gedaan?

2. \Velk werk doe je/ heb je gedaan?

3. Geef aan hoeveel ervaring je hebt in de volgende activiteiten:

activitcit: geell weinig re(lehjk veel veel
wcrken met een computer
liet spelen van strategische spellen
het spelen vaii inastermmd
bet spelen van een soortgelijk
sJ)el als mastermind?
nainelijk:

4. Geef aan hoeveel je weet van:

vrijwel iiiks \V('I!Ii re(Ielijk ec1 \ec!
logica
('I)iStellliSClIe_logica_(kennislogia)
t lieorv of mind
truth-conditional semantics
pragniatiek

5. 1k zou wel/ iiiet willen deelneinen aan een vervolgexl)erinlent.

6. 1k wil wel/ niet op de hoogte worden gebracht vaii de resultaten van dit
onderzoek.

Heel erg bedankt voor je deelname aaii dit experiment.
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